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30, 1991

At least 80 dead
in Soviet quake
TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
The military government of the
small mountain kingdom of
Lesotho resigned today after
troops surrounded the military
leader's residence in an apparent
coup.

STATE
Census figures showing that the
average Kentuckian is getting
older came as no surprise to the
state's demographer. The typical
Kentuckian also owns a more
expensive home and lives with
fewer people than in 1980..

SPORTS
Georgia Tech coach Bobby Cremins• Irish -Catholic roots
pushed him toward Notre
Dame's vacant basketball coaching job, but his roots at the
Atlanta school pulled harder and
istopped him from even
interviewing.

BUSINESS

"It's is so overwhelming," explained Robbie Key
as she arrived home with her husband. Reggie. Monda
y
night after having undergone a liver transplant at
Presbyterian University Hospital. Pittsburgh, Pa.. on
April 24. "Welcome Home" banners were at her
home
and at the entrance to Canterbury Estates, along
with a large group of family and friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Key and their daughter, Heather, senior
at
Murray High School, and son, John Robert, eighth
grader at Murray Middle School.
Stan photo by Daniel T. Parker

Federal Reserve lowers discount rate to 5.5 perc
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER

AP Economics Writer

WASHINGTON -- The Federal
Reserve, stepping up its fight
against the recession, today lowered a key short-term interest rate
by one-half point. to 5.5 percent.
The drop was the third in the
benchmark discount rate since Dec.

18, reflecting growing concern over
the economy's downturn.
Such a move usually results in
lower interest on other loans,
including consumer credit, and thus
stimulates spending and economic
growth.
The Fed had been under growing
pressure from the Bush administration in recent weeks to do more to

fight the downturn in the U.S. economy with lower interest rates.
President Bush urged the Fed to
lower the rate last Thursday, saying, "We want to see these interest
rates down a little bit, and I think
that would be good for the world
economy, including our own."
"This is good. This will stimulate our economy." Bush said

ent

today shortly after the Fed rates. Some analys
ts said they
announcement. "I think it will help looked for comme
rcial banks to
worldwide as well. It is very good drop their prime
lending rate.
news. I think it will be well
The decision caught many analreceived in this country. And I ysts by surprise.
The Fed last ‘%ciek
hope that it will have a strong had been signal
ling its resistance to
effect internationally."
cheaper credit, reflecting a sharp
Today's action was likely to be policy split inside
the central tank.
followed by reductions in a variety
of consumer and business interest (Cont'd on pate 2)

Dockery, Gargus named
MSU Outstanding Seniors
Two of Murray State University's top 1991 graduates, Maronda
Dockery of Elizabethtown and
Keith Gargus of Mayfield, have
been named Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman.
Their selection was announced
today, at the annual senior breakfast at the Curris Center. Miss
Dockery and Gargus were chosen
from a select group of Murray
State seniors who earlier were
named to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
They will be
recognized
in the Honors Day program beginning at 3:30 p.m. Friday, May 10,
in the Curris Center ballroom.
They will also speak at commencement at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 11,
in Racer Arena.
Miss Dockery has maintained a
perfect 4.0 grade point average
throughout her college career, and
has a double major, advertising and
English, with a minor in Spanish.
A Dean's List student, she is a
Presidential scholar and a member
of the MSU Honors Program. She
is editor -in-chief of the 1991
Shield, the Murray State yearbook.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows 50
to 51i West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Nlosily sunny Wednesday.
Highs in the mid-70s.

fACIly

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.3, +0.4, below 309.6, -1.9
Barkley Lake
359.0, 0; below 317.0, +6.1

Subscribers who have not
received their home•delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Key homecoming celebration

KUTAISI, U.S.S.R. (AP) — Rescuers today clawe
d through collapsed
buildings and rock slides, searching for survivors
of an earthquake in
Soviet Georgia that killed at least Si) people and
injured hundreds.
A small mountain village was "wiped off the map''
and several other
towns were devastated, said the southern republic's
prime minister, Tengiz Sigua.
But 30 miners trapped by the quake were saved by
rescuers, officials
said.•
Sigua said the temblor, which struck at midday on
Monday, killed 80
people. injured 500, left 80,000 homeless and damag
ed 80 percent of the
homes in the region, where 250.000 people live.
"Ruined houses and public buildings. highways, bridge
s, power lines,
this is the picture," the official Tass news agency
said today.
Sigua said he flew over the village of Khakhieti,
when a mountainside collapsed and buried 40 which was destroyed
people alive.
"This village was wiped off the map." he said in
an interview in the
city of Kutaisi, 35 miles west of Khakhieti.
Aftershocks continued today, and a Soviet television
tured one strong aftershock collapsing an alread camera even capy severely damaged
building.
The Georgian Foreign Ministry in Moscow. the republ
ic's lawmakers
and local police had earlier reported that about 100
people had been
Sigua said the death toll he provided was not the final
figure. and
that the search for victims in remote areas as
continuing.
In front of City Hall in Kutaisi, Georgia's second-large
loaded buses with food, water, tents and °the/ suppli st city workers
es
region. The city, with a population of 235,000, largel for the stricken
y escaped damage.
Rescuers managed to save 30 miners trapped in the
Barital barium mine
high in the Caucasus Mountains near the quake's epicen
ter, said Georgia's deputy health minister, Merab Ketashvili.
The earthquake, measuring 7.1 .on the Richter scale,
p.m. (5:13 a.m.) Monday in mountainous north-central struck at 12:13
Georgia among
sparsely populated villages and towns.

The Federal Reserve, stepping
up its fight against the U.S.
recession, today lowered a key
short-term interest rate by onehalf point, to 5.5 percent. The
drop was the third in the benchmark discount rate since Dec.
18, reflecting growing concern
over the economy's downturn.
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Maronda Dockery and Keith Gargus

She is a member of Alpha Delta
Sigma advertising honor society.
Gamma Beta Phi leadership fraternity and the Ads Club.
The 21-year-old student received
honorable mention recognition in
the 1991 All-USA College
Academic Team competition by
USA Today.
The daughter of Ron and Mary
Dockery of Elizabethtown, she was
valedictorian of the 1987 graduating class as East Hardin High
School.
She has received the S4,600
Jesse Stuart Fellowship, awarded to
an entering graduate student in
communications, education or
humanities at Murray State. She
will begin graduate studies in English this fall.
She plans to work this summer
in a Louisville advertising agency.
Gargus, an accounting major. has
been active in Phi Beta Lambda. a
professional business association.
serving as parliamentarian on the
state. regional and national levels.
He has also been president and vice
president of the Murray State chap-

Murray-Calloway
Airport granted
$4,750 from state
for taxiway lights
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson
announced that the state has
approved a 54,750 tentative allocation for a development project
at the Murray-Calloway County
Airport.
Wilkinson said the allocation
will be used to share in the cost
of a $95,000 project to install
taxiway lights. Federal funds in
the amount of S85,000 and
S4,750 in local funds will also be
used to finance the projeci
"This project will quite obviously enhance safety at this airport," Wilkinson said. "But it
also provides an improvement
that milkes this airport and Ken
tucky's entire transportation system stronger and more efficient.
With the growing demand for air
transportation. Kentucky can't
afford not to invest in its future."
According to state Transportation Secretary and Commissioner
of Highways Milo D. Bryant,
state funds used for the project
will come from the Kentucky
Airport Development Program.

•

(Cont'd on page 2)

Census figures show average Kentuckian is older

LOUISVILLE;' Ky. (AP) — Census figures stlowing that
the average Kentuckian is getting older came as no surprise to
the state's demographer.
The typical Kentuckian also owns a more expensive home
and lives with fewer people than in 1980, according to 1990
population and housing characteristics released by the U.S.
Census Bureau on Monday.
Those figures provided evidence that several trends
detected in the 1980 census persisted through the decade.
"It's consistent with what's been expected," said Michael
Price, the state's demographer.
Price said hc didn't have time Monday to fully analyze the
data. But, he said, "we've seen a general aging of the
population."
The state's median age jumped to 33 years in 1990 from
29.1 years in 1980. That reflects a national trend that includes
the aging of the huge baby-boom generation — most now in
their mid- to late 30s — a general decline in birth rates and an

elderly population that is generally living longer.
Kentucky's occupied housing units rose from
1.175,682 in
For example, the number of Kentuckians ages 25 to 44 —
1980 to 1,379,782 in 1990, but the percent
of owner-occupied
the baby-boom generation — rose 17 percent in the decade
houses fell from 71.7 percent in 1980 [0 69.6
percent in 1990.
and the number of people over 85 jumped 32 percent.
The decline may reflect the difficulty that
many young famiConversely, the number of children ages 17 and under
lies are having buying their first homes.
dropped 12 percent. The number of young adults, ages 18 to
That's not surprising given teat the median price
20, fell 17 percent. And the number of 21- to 24-year-olds
of Kenshrunk from 273,282 to 217,811 — a 20-percent drop and the tucky homes jumped by 48 peieelli over the
decade. The
state's
largest decline of any category.
median home price was S50,500 in 1990, up
from
Household sizes also continued to decline. In 1970 the $34,200 in 1980.
The biggest gains were in the number of homes
average Kentucky household had 3.1 people. That dropped to
valued at
an average of 2.82,in 1980 and to 2.60 in 1990. The percen- $150,000 to $199,999. The state had 3,010
such homes in
tage of married-couple families fell from 61.3 percent in 1980 1980 and 15,851 in 1990, a 427 percent increa
se. The housing
figures are not adjusted for inflation, however.
to 59.2 percent in 1990.
Price attributed that trend to the aging population. which
In 1980, Kentucky had 1,705 homes valued at S200,000
"will generally bring down the number of married-couple
and
above.
In 1990 the state had 8,041 homes valued at $200,000
families" since women generally outlive their husbands and
to $299,999 and 3,407 in a new category of homes valued
maintain households alone.
at
$300,000 and above.
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Federal...
(Cont'd from page I)
One camp argued that the Fed
had
already done enough to insure
a
return to growth in the United
States and any further easing ran
the risk of making inflation worse
once growth resumed later this
year.
However, another faction. led by
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan and supported by. the
administration, argued that a variety of weak economic reports in
recent weeks showed that the
down:um had not bottomed out and
further Fed easing was crucial.
The discount rate cut came on a
4-1 vote with Federal Reserve
Governor Wayne Angell casting
the lone no vote.
The Fed's action was also signifit:ant becattse ir came after a week
in which the Bush administration
had lobbied unsuccessfully for
other countries to agree to a coordinated global cut in interest rates
as a way of boosting growth in the
United, States and other nations
currem4y in recession.
However. German and Japanese
;.2.1. saying they were
7.2L:ction
;7:crest rates
'-sorsen inflation.try
pressures :71 Ineir countries. Their
resistan, ,..tme despite personal
appeals
.,'Aer rates from President Bush and Treasury Secretary
Nicholas Brady.

•

Bangladesh typhoon
leaves hundreds dead

.Around the state, teachers, administ
rato
the Kentucky Education Reform Act rs and parents are becoming actively invoked in the mo%ement of
iKERAI. Tuesday night, members of the comm
brainstorming in an effort to find
unit? participated in
essential ways to help young adolescents,
ages 10 through 15, obtain an
firm foundation as well as an educ
ation. Standing at right, Donna Keller, presi
Middle School Association, directs
dent-elect of Kentucky
a group of locals, stating what they feel
are iital needs of teenagers,
and how to implement those needs. Kell
er is also an eighth grade science and gifte
d and talented teacher.

U.N. sets up humanitarian center

Ross Insurance Agency

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

M-I; 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9
a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1.5 p.m.
Hwy 441 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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funds are provided for the U.N.
LESOTHO
team.
JOHANNESBURG South Africa — The
The United Nations set up its
military government of the small moun
humanitarian center across the
tain kingdom of Lesotho resigned
today
street from the allied-built tent
after troops surrounded the military
lead
er's residence in an apparent coup
camp. U.N. officials said they
News
reports and a U S Embassy officia
l said
would distribute food to residents
Maj Gen Just,n Melsing Lekhanya.
head
of Zakho.
of the six-member ruling military counc
il
read a statement on state-run Radio
"It's a great day to be a human
Lesotho announcing the resignation ct
being," said Garner. But he added. the entire
council Radio Lesotho later
"I don't think the job is finished. reported that Lekha
nya. 54 had been
placed under arrest Maseru, the capita
We have to make a security
:
was
repor
ted
quiet
An
announcement on
environment."
the new leadership' was expected this
He refused to elaborate on how
afternoon Lekhanya had pledg
to
long the job would take. saying. return the country to civilian rule in ed
1992
The
South
Afric
an
Press Association
"Our timetable is to save lives." repor
ted that an armored battal
ion surKurdish guerrillas expressed
rounded Lekhanya s resdence at abcut
grudging approval of the operation. a m i2 a m CDT) and soldiers took the9
"They (the refugees) are happy, genera' to the radio slat on at gur'poirt
but not very happy about the safety
CHINA/TAIWAN
in Zakho, because we don't believe
TAIPEJ Tawan — Presdent Lee
Ten;
Saddam Hussein." said one guer- rui today so d the 4 decade-old wart TC
provisions against China would end
Wed
rilla. Star Hassan, 25.
nesday and he expressed hope that ChiAfter allied forces entered northna and Taiwan would eventually reunif
y
ern Iraq to set up protected camps. peacefully Last week Taiwan's National
Assembly voted to abrogate the provisome Kurdish guerrillas blocked
sions enacted irr 1948 on the "supp
resthe refugees' return out of fear for sion of the Communist rebell
ion" on the
their safety. Other guerrillas mainland This had allowed the ruling
Nationalists to suspend certain consti
tustopped refugees at checkpoints t,onal
rights and jiJS!1!)
, emergency meaand demanded payment for passing sures The Nationalists
have ruled Taiwan s•nce 1-949. when they fled mainl
through.
and
China after los•ng a c el war to
the
Col. Jim Jones. :he higheststs
ranking U.S. Marine Corps .officer
in northern Iraq. said U.S. patrols SOUTH KOREA
_ -,--s !"ousands of students
were sent to some of the more
---,dents took to the streets
notorious checkpoints "to tell them
Prc'est the fatal beating of
' •
and to demand
to knock that stuff off."
•• •
.ernment

iCont'd from page 1)
ter. He has won numerous awards
in Phi Beta Lambda -sponsored
competitions. r
A Dean's List student, Gargus is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Keith Gargus of Mayfield. He is
a
1987 graduate of Graves County
Nigh School. where he was valedktorian of the senior class.
He is a, member of the Murray
State academic team. Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity, Student
Government Association. Beta Alpha Psi national accounting honorary and vice president of the
Accounting Society.
Since 1989 he has been a student
employee with the Office of Stu-dent Affairs at MurraY State, assisting with budget tracking and preparing monthly budget reports.
Gargus will take the certified
public accountant examination in
May and will begin working with
the Tennessee State Division of
Audit in Nashville in June.
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Murray State University is an
equal education and employmen
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About 2,000
hornbs and rocks at
-• city of Masan, and
•- •ough the streets of
the overthrow of
The 600, the Yonhap
A crowd of 15,000
-:••—s rallied at Seoul s
.-„hing to join forces
,c•ctests "Overthrow
; chanted Yonhap
people joined in
o•stests across the

v. • •
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FE
sa
army
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T-e vs•Iraniarr Hezbollah
a'iceo the Lebanese
s-,,d,ers in areas it conrot lay down its arms
•-"!'
,r•s a border enclave in
T.-•e Sete Muslim group.
nnert of trans Revolua-I a pro-Israeli militia in
p ,r south Lebanon have
emerged as the main chall
enge to an
April 30 deadline set by the gover
nment
for the Vitas to turn over their
heavy
weaponi The Lebanese
Forces. the
Christians' main fighting arm, and
the
Druse Progressive Socialist Party
,
another key group, said Monday
they
would cooperate with the government
plan to ultimately disband their
militias
"The military conflict is over,- said
Druse
warlord Wald Jumblatt
— Talks on new political
arrangements for Northern Irelan began
d
today with public silence from the
participants and a flourish of abuse
from a
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AMRITSAR — Sikh radicals fighti
ng for a
separate country were badly defeated
in
elections for municipal councils
in their
home state of Punjab, offici
al results
showed Monday The right-wing,
Hindu dominated Bharatiya Janata Party
won
the most seats in two of the three
cities
that held elections Sunday for the
first
time in 10 years The Congress Party
of
former Prime Minister Rajiv Gand
hi
placed second in the two cities, Amrit
sar
and Jullundur. and won the election
in
Ludhiana A conglomerate of Sikh political groups the Akalis, came third in
all
three cities
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ATHENS — Greece said Monday that
many foreigners will be deported follow
ing a terrorist bombing that killed seven
people 12 days ago Prime Minister Constantine Mitsotakis told journalists
"What's bothering us are foreign individuals takino part in terrorist acts here We
deported many during the Gulf War and
we w• do the same now but on a bigger

•
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SAN SALVADOR — A top rebel leade
r
says the U N -mediated peace process
has been endangered by the legislature'
s
failure to pass a measure on electoral
reform drawn from a government-rebel
accord Salvador Samayoa. a top oft.cial
of the leftist Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front, commented late Monday on the legislatures passage of constitutional reforms considered crucial to
ending 11 years of civil war

R
e N— The country's crime rate rose to
a record level in 1990, with the number of
homicides going up nearly 45 percent
authorities say Federal Prosecutor Willy
Padrutt reported Monday that police
listed a total of 335,386 criminal
offenses a 7 1 percent increase over the
1989 figure and 29 percent more than
the previous high recorded in 1983

The 10th of each month is a very important
day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their
bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and
women. They buy their papers from us at whol
esale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. Whe
n you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their
own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the
10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their
pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for
you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid
the bother of
monthly collection.

t4. SAT 181 --Intro. to Interpersona
l Communication—Includes interper
sonal
perception, verbal and non-verbal
communication, conflict reduction, and
language
and its use.5-8 p.m. Tues. and Thu
rs. June 3-July 23.

fitIrC111;r:

EL SALVADOR

SWITZERLAND

t). English 101 --organizati
on, content and grammar to develop
skills needed to
read and write formal prose. Prerequi
site: Score 16, English section of
ACT. 5-8
p.m. Mon. and Wed. June 3-Ju
ly 23.

1

GREECE

••0.).D
C0•4 SACK
T°MORRO w

k?.
IDC 102—Interdisciplinary Worl
d Civilization --study of major,worl
d civilizations since 1500 A. D. Prerequisite
: Score 16. Social Studies section
ACT
. 5-8 p.m.
Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 23.

762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654
•
oz ' p1ihf, 1i O'z Aoz # # F 02,

MIAMI — Hundreds of Haitians pluck
ed
from sa 'coats off Florida while apparently trying to flee 10 America crowded
the
deck of a Coast Guard cutler today waiting to make political asylum claims
to
immigration agents The 452 Hatians on
the 270-loot cutter were picked up off
three overcrowded boats on Satur
day,
Sunday and Monday The Haitians were
to be given on-board interviews The cutter was expected to take back to Haiti
those whose claims for asylum were
denied Those whose political asylum
claims deemed credible were to
be
brought to Miami. where a judge will
decide if they have a well-founded fear of
persecution in their homeland, situa
ted
about 540 miles southeast of Miami
While the Haitians waited about 13
miles
of the Florida coast 12 Cubans picke
d
up from a sailboat about 60 miles southeast of Miami on Monday were being
taken to Florida for processing, the Coast
Guard said

GERMANY

NORTHERN IRELAND
BELFAST

M
COL.VT.•14.
irs

Humanities 201—humanistic values,
questions and themes in selected
readings
from the 19th and 20th centuries.
Prerequisites: English 101,102, 1DC
101
and
102.
5-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs. June 3-Ju
ly 23.

Follcm
Alycr
lo3ing t

D !

HAITI

BONN — Prosecutors sad Mond
ay that
&Ike Ma er-Wie, an alleged memb
er of
the P.r,d Army Faction terror
gang,
been cha•gr-d in the 1977 kidnap-murhas
der
of inclustr•alist Hanns-Martin
Schleyer
Ms Ma•er siN-tt also was charg
ed with the
atterncted 1979 assassination of
Alexander Hal then NATO chief
The
annoueoement from the chief
feder
secui-„•r s c't•ce came during the al protrial of
anotner PrA Army Facti
on member
Susanne Atrecht, for the 1977
murder of
German banker Juergen Ponto
and the
anemet on Ha.;
'

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

Systems 120--information processing
equipment (microcomputers and
dedicated word processors). Develop
skills using data and word proc
essing hardware
and software. 6-9 p.m. Mon., Tues
. and Thurs. June 3-July 3.

lone demonstrator Heads of the major
Protestant and Roman Catholic politi
cal
parties have given themselves until July
16 to reach agreement, or at
least to
achieve enough to warrant more
talks
The talks could lead to a restoration
of
selt-government in Northern Irela
nd.
which had its parliament suspende
d in
1972, early on in the "the troubles
" The
strife-plagued province is now governed
by London Peter Brooke, the top Britis
h
official in Northern Ireland. met for
90
minutes with John Hume and other
leaders of the province s largest Roma
n
Catholic party "You know what
the
meeting was about, selling the machinery for the agenda tor the talks," Hume
told reporters afterward -'Its not lair
to
ask us to add to that

JERUSALEM — When Israeli hard-liners
wanted to make a political point, it took
just a few days to set up two trailer-home
settlements in the occupied West Bank
Yet in Israel. 3.500 trailer homes bough
t
by the government to house Soviet Jew
ish immigrants stand empty, and some
immigrant groups are angry Officials cite
technical snags, but the immigrants
charge that some towns just don I want
Soviet ghettos in their midst The debat
e
comes as Israel is trying to accommodate
a flood of Soviet Jewish immigrants
whose numbers have swelled to more
than 230.0N since mid-1989 The gov
ernment expects 200,000 to arrive
this
year alone U S bfficials have even
expressed fears that the Soviets would
be moved to the occupied lands captured
from Jordan and Egypt in the 1967
Middle East war
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ZAKHO. Iraq (AP) — The allied forces.
Other Kurds went
United Nations today raised its directly to
their homes.
blue-and-white flag in this refugee
"The gates are open," declared
settlement. the first step in assum- Gordon Murc
ing control of camps for some of ment official.hie, a State Departthe hundreds of thousands of Kurds have to start "They're going to
moving them in.
who fled Saddam Hussein's troops. We're open
GARLAND'S
;Jr
-for business."
"This is a historic date," said
PROFESSIONAL -More than
Steffan De Mistura, the special have moved 800 Kurdish men
PAINTING
to
United Nations envoy for the refu- by allied force the tent city set up
4MIPM,
Phone 753-8823
s in
gees. as the flag was raised at a helping to comp Zakho. and are
- _
•
lete it, officials
c••;.,.%
U.N. humanitarian center in this said. On Mond
ay night. 114 more
northern Iraq; city.
people arrived from the mountains
Many refugees began moving where they took
.P90;ESSIONAL
toward the tent camp today after dam's army cru-refuge after Sadshed a Kurdish
sERviCf.
Kurdish guerrillas dismantled their rebellion.
checkpoints under presssure from
Three hundred other people
returned to Zakho late Monday or
early today and went to their former homes. said U.S. Army Major
Gen. Jay Garner, commander of the
multinational force in northern
Iraq. Those in the tent city are
either from areas south of the allied
"security zone". or need shelter
because their homes were damaged
:7. earlier fighting.
Auto - Home - Farm
A U.N. convoy that arrived in
Business - Life - Health
-7C)rr. Turkey this morning
Compare Our Price & Coverage
ettipmcnt. supplies and
6th & Main
•
d,re
n personnel from van-753-0489
% .:.:encies.
'sl.stura said the United
..Yould take over the tent
c.tv after work on the camp is finished. Western troops leave and
For Your Convenience Now Offers

•

DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) — A
typh
southeastern coast today with 145 mph oon slammed into Bangladesh's
winds and waves up to 20 feet,
killing hundreds of people and
destroying tens of thousands of home
s.
The storm roared in from the Bay
of Bengal at about midnight and battered 14 districts for more than
seven hours, uprooting trees and rippi
ng
apart telephone and power lines,
said
Contact with the stricken region was a Relief Ministry official.
severed, and the only source of
information on the disaster came by radio
communications with the Red
Crescent, the Muslim equivalent of
the
Red
Cross.
An official at the Dhaka office of the
Red Crescent said he knew of 246
deaths. "Thousands of people are
injur
300-mile radius are damaged," he ed and crops and houses over a
said. He spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Other officials said details on the
total number of deaths would be
available only after regular comm
unication links were restored.
The airport at Chittagong, Banglade
ka, was under three feet of sea water sh's second largest city after Dha.
an army helicopter said 5,000 peop A photographer who flew over it in
le were huddled on the rooftops of
airport buildings.
The runway at nearby Cox's Bazar,
a seaside resort, also was under
water, further hampering relief
efforts.
Prime Minister Khaleda Zia flew by
helicopter to survey the disaster.
Before the storm hit, about 3 million
people were evacuated from an
area where 7 million people live
in 2,00
About 80 percent of the mud and straw 0 villages.
huts in the region were blown
away, said the Relief Ministry offic
ial, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
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Another Murray-Calloway Counti Hospital Auxiliary project has
been purchasing new glider rockers and leather recliners for several of the patients' rooms. Pictured are volunteers Bobbie
Waters, Gladys Koca, Roberta
Ward and director of volunteer
services Ruth Eversmeyer.

Sen. Claiborne Pell (1).-R.1.1, who was instrumental in the Pell Grant.
recei‘ed an honorary doctrate and spoke during President Ronald
Kurth's inauguration, Saturday at Losett Auditorium.

D
esg
i nation shifts
target to Florida
Ft-Mott mg is a cola= from the
Ft. Myers, Florida newspaper folloa mg the recent Rand McNally
des:I.:nation as the number one
retirem,:nt area. Ft. Myers, Fla.
succeed:d Murray V4 ho has held the
designation for three years. The
column is hy Joe Workman.
Truth is. we've been doing most
of this iaca.iy. just sitting on 92.
You can inigine where your precious N. I will get us. Flow did
Murray, Kentucky. wiggle out of
the top spot? They had been there
for three ve..rs.
Yu .reJ them from first to
4X
):1-1 one shot. What
I)
S

In the dry season we have water
rationing. People are fined for
washing down aspirin.
We have storms that will blow a
palm tree all the way to Schenectedy. You can buy everything
cheaper in Akron and Pittsburgh.
The hottest topic righ.t ni,v. is an
incinerator. Our bige.,1
activity is watching wrestl.ng :1
cable.
There have to be more deserving
places to steer your readers. Wliv
not spread the honor ar.
some of the towns that re...
..
it. Give a shot in the arm to garden
spots like Odessa. Texas. Pine
Bluff. Arkansas, or Cucumber.
West Virginia.
And next time give us a break.
No. 25 or 30 will do.
That'll let us hold our heads up
without being a target.
Joe Workman's coluom Jp,r;:ar.
Sundays, Wc.sciriescidys and Fridays.

' - hanks quit cashing
checks! Did the
• senior citizens

`•
ourselves
to he honest you
.-een snookered. If you
here to check us out
bche
us up to No. 1 they
must have spent their expense
r...oney sirpng pink squirrels in the
!;77
`.
. ,
,:,C
at some fancy
7,

Ii Ill I(

A Campus Civitan Club on the
Murray State University campus
will be chartered on tonight. April
30, 7:00 p.m. in the HomeplAce
Restaurant. This is the second such
campus group in Kentucky.
Rowena Emerson, president of
the Murray Civitan Club, reports
that several Civitan dignitaries will /
attend this event. The visiting Civi- •
tans will include:
Wagner
of Louisville, Governor of Kentucky Civitan Clubs: Gil Cole of
Winchester, Governor Elect: .J.L.
Soyars of Frankfort, Past Govornor
and David Woods of Winchester.
Director of Area 7 of Civitan International. Murray Mayor William
Cherry is scheduled to greet those
attending this affair.
Several of the MSU Campus
Civitan group ire also mpmbers of
the Student Council for txceptional Children. The first Campus Civitan Club chartered in Kentuck
was on the Western Kentucky University campus in November 1990.
Mr. and Mrs. John Emerson are
the Civitan Club Builders for the
MSU group and were also the club
builder's for the Special Civitan
Club at the local Work Activities
Training Center for the Handicapped (WATCH.); Mr. Emerson is a Past Governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan International.Mrs. Emerson has served as.
Secretary-Treasurer of the Kentucky District and is now serving
as its Sergeant at Arms.

Your investigators also must
have failed to give you an accurant
account of the heat. Its so hot
down hete people start flash sweat
floods walking to the lgrocery store.
Arid they obviou sly' soft-pedalled
the winter highway congestion. The
traffic's so had during the tourist
S1/4:::071 sou can leave a car lot with
a new. automobile and it'll be a cotitem before you pull into

Man accidently
killed when gun
discharges in fall

KSP releases
weekly report
Officers at Kentucky State
Police Post I in Mayfield opened a
total of 3,.0 criminal cases during
the week of April 21-27, according
o reports.
Post I officers also made 22
criminal arrests, responded to 17
automobile accidents, answered
119 complaints and made 20 DUI
arrests, according to report.
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

2 2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level Lot

$4325

Other Sizes Available

1-800-432-9346
K EN TUCK Y

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

NEED A
GARAGE?

SNAP
SPECIAL- NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Free Estimates
CALL 502 674-5530

CA8iNET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

TONIGHT ONLY
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Special
Mother's Day Sale

30%

Campus Civitan
Club set to be
chartered tonight

i ,..er/(i)oki:d some very
your readers are
kn...lw before they start
2 at our trailer parks.
e
• s.
W,: have roaches dov.n here that
when they cross the
he' can cat railroad spikes
and
the covers right off
h...k on a cold winter night.
Your peoble, didn't tell you
ah.h.1 :her ilsiiiiitoes? These aren't
r. •17:277-1 kind. Down here
niake killer bees draw
h.i•n water.
Tes mos.:uitoes peer through
lea -7'. wails and
on Kryptonite.
•v7.:,
•2
Air Force is
sq..adron of Southwest
7. ta mosc,altoes to be an
loree against Iraqi

7arent hunting accident has
..ie life. of a Cadiz man.
to published reports.
.1,1771,:\ Douglas Lan.caster, 59,
of
found by family members in a field near his farm after
he
got tangled in some
ba7b,..: wire and fell, accidently
d:,ch.:-.;. ng his 20-gauge shotgun.
to the report.
/
1 he
t7,;(..1•: Lancaster in the
left side of the chest, according to
the rno:
home around
6
telling family memhcs :ha: he was going to try to
co I: several coyotys or stray dogs
whi,11 li..d been / bothering his
ca•tle, the report said.

Travis Turner, a student at Calloway County High School, won
honorable mention in the American history competition at the
recent History Day at Murray
State University. More than 465
students from 24 area high
schools and junior high schools
participated in the fourth annual
competition,

OFF
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-ALL
-ALL
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FOR HER

SHORTS AND KNIT TOPS
DIVERSITY= FOR PET/TES
LIZ BAKER FOR WOMEN
PANTYHOSE
DRESSES
SUITS
SWIMWEAR
SLEEP WEAR AND ROBES
LADIES DRESS SHOES

-ALL OUTERWEAR
-SELECTED HANDBAGS
-ALL HATS
-SELECTED EUROPREP-- COORDINATES
-ALL HUNT CLUB SEPARATES

FOR HIM

FOR HIM
-ALL
-ALL
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-ALL

-HAGGAR' SUITED SEPARATES
-ALL HUNT CLUB
-ALL ROUGHTRACE: SPORTSHIRTS
-ALL REACTOR SPORTSHIRTS

PAR FOUR' PORTSHIRTS
BUGLE BOY
SWIMWEAR
TOWNCRAFT- SUITED SEPARATES
CASUAL SHOES
TOWNCRAFT- SHOES

FOR CHILDREN

FOR CHILDREN

-ALL SOCKS
ALL UNDERWEAR
-ALL SLEEP WEAR

-ALL SHORTS AND SHORT SETS
-ALL KNIT SHIRTS
-ALL JEANS

50%

REGISTER TO WIN

OFF

,$100 Gift Certificate drawing at 7:45 p.m.
•Necklace earring set by TrifarP - Value $62.50
•Necklace earring set by Citation' - Value. $70.00
,,,:Ladies Billfold by Rolfe - Value $35.00
•Necklace,earring set by Tacoal - Value $25.00
'Neck/ace earring/bracelet set by Tacoas - Value $25.00
.Armitron' Mans Watch - Value $39.95
-Pearl necklace earring set by Tacoa' - Value $35.00
/'Neck/ace earring set by Tacoa' - Value $20.00
'Necklace.earring set by Tacoa' - Value $15.00
-Pair of sunglasses - Value $18.00
'Hair Goods by DaVincr - Value $10.00 each

FOR HER
-SELECTED WATCHES
-SELECTED STONE JEWELRY
-ALL COORDINATES BY GARLAND'
-SELECTED COORDINATES BY MS.INTERPRET'
-SELECTED BLOUSES
-SELECTED JEANS AND JEANS WEAR
COORDINATES BY FILLIPO-TOTTI"
-ALL 14 K JEWELRY

FOR HIM

WIN $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE

-SELECTED WATCHES
•SELECTED UNDERWEAR BY ROYAL COMFORT'
-SELECTED TOWNCRAFT" SHIRTS
-SELECTED TIES

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

FOR CHILDREN
FAIN INSURANCE

-ALL FLEECE
-SELECTED BOYS PANTS
-SELECTED DRESSES
-SELECTED COORDINATES
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Auto
Home
Business

Life
Health
Annuities
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A tradition in service

JCPenney

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

since 1981

(5.2)

753-06327
Jim Fain

Drawing at 7:45 - Tues., April 30

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

JCPenney Associates and family not eligible to enter. Must be 18 yrs or
older No purchase necessary Need not be present to win
Murray. KY

77::42CE+
-91711
1
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Fashion comes to lifeChestnut Hills • Murray
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PERSPECTIVE
MMS chess team
to be congratulated
The Murray Middle School fifth and sixth
grade chess team gets our accolades for finishing
fifth in the U.S. National Elementary Chess Tourney in Rye, New York.
More than 100 teams across the U.S. participated in the national competiton. This followed
the Kentucky state team title for chess victories
and individual state titles for Josh Mitchell,
Joshua Price, Caleb Johnson, Mark Stockton,
David Chu, David Crouch, Stephen Breeding and
Brandon Kellie. Wade Denton and Jeff Page also
participated at the state level.
Members of the national chess winners are:
Josh Price, David Crouch, Josh Mitchell, Mark
Stockton, Jeff Page, Chad Delancey, Joey N1cKeel
and Joey Woods.
The team and their coaches Dr. Wayne Bell and
Mark Galloway are to be congratulated for their
work and team play in the chess world.
To be named one of the five best elementary
claress teams in the nation is a credit to our communit‘ and the scholastic chess program in the
schools.
This is a first for any Kentucky school and sets
the program up as the finest ever in the state.
‘‘e salute these young participants and their
leaders. We look for more of these honors for the
chess group.

Letters to the editor

No town too small to suffer great losses
E'ery April 29 brings me memories of Kay Williamson, one of my
be: friends - and most envied
rixals - during elementary school.
K::‘ v. as one of those effortlessly
per'ect girls, apparently flawless
froiii the day she was born. She
was smart, friendly, and kind to
just ahoct everyone; definitely a
e rcst of us girls sometimes
haie.
dark, curly hair, and a
,d smile that made the Lennon
look dour. Her brown
eyes wcre flecked with topaz and
green. like some rare precious
stone. and her skin was as smooth
and crcarn.y as a fresh gardenia.
My firs: memory of Kay was in
kinds‘raricn. For Halloween, Kay
c,7-e :0 ,,Thoo! as Little Bo Peep.
\silt a ribbon bedecked
crooS. :Toopy. lace bonnet, and
baloney curls that were spectacul;r:, n*..'no and Vpringy. Her dress
I think - was
1 voin siarett :and petticoats,
v. :h cn,),igh ruffles to make Cinder::: a*s stensisters look pretty.
Oorgcous to'
begin with, Kay was
uur.and 2ust five years old.
As
TA'Sed through the grades
of Si Fran ,..is School together. Kay
voasc hrst to read. the first to
der '
diyision, and the first
t., nic-.)r:/e :he Cr:ire Baltimore
•7'. .7. preparation for ConWhen no one else knew
. it was invariably Kay
'7'. •
relied on.

Poore's inheritance tax
position 'common sense'

• Bus.. s proposal to
_an ,prim*ary and
is an impori the philosophy
17.0 intellectual
of nearly
..7g people
ne replaced

Today is Tuesday. April 30th. the 120th day of
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 30. 1789. George Washington took office
first president of :he United, States.
On this dale:
In I si3. the 1:71:0.C. States purchased the Lcoits.ana "1":77.1
France.
In :812, Lo;:siana became the 18th state of the
In 1900. Hawaii was organized as a U.S. territory.
In 1900. engineer John Luther "Casey" Jones of the Illinois Central
Railroad was kil.cd in a wreck near Vaughan. Miss.: he
s,ayed a: the
controls !7 an effort to save the passengers.
In 1934. the New York World's Fair, bed as a ioc a;
or: of
officially opened.
In 1945. as Russian troops approached his Berlin bunker. Adolf Her
COM:7.1:10: suicide a:ong with his v.ife of one -day. Ea
In 1945. -Arthur Godfrey Time" made its dcout or, the CBS radio
netw ark.
In :947. President Tru,man signed a measure officially changing the
name of Bo'ulder Dam io Hoover Dam.
In 1948, tne Organization of American States held its f,rst meet,ng. in
Bogota. Colombia.
In 198. police ended a week-long occupation of several buildinzs at
N2+.k c,rk's Columbia University by student demonstrators. ,
In 19-0. President Nixon announced the U.S. as sending tro6ps into
Cambodia, an action that sparked widespread protest.
In 1973. President Nixon announced the resignations of his aides H.R.
Haidernan and John Ehrlichrnan, along with Attorney General RI.17'..1%! G.
Kleindiensz and White House counsel John Dean.
In 1975, the South Vietnamese capital of Saigon fell to Communist forces as President Duong Van Minh announced an unconditional surrender.
In 1980. three gunman seized control of the Iranian Embassy in London, taking about 20 hostages.
In :980. Queen Juliana of the Netherlands abdicated, she ‘Sas succeeded by her daughter, Princess Beatrix.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union released a photograph of the
damaged Chernobyl nuclear plant, and accused Western news organizations of spreading false rumors 'of "thousands" of .deaths. saying only
two people had died.
One year ago: HO-stage. Frank Reed as released by his capes in
Lebanon; he was the second American to be released in eight days.
Thought for Today: "All change is not growth, as all movement is not
forward." - Ellen Anderson Gholson Glasgow. American novelist
(1874-1945).
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f the administrann i'dsal that would
• ...noose which
would attend.
,e public or prie‘en religious
7 1:x dollars would
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d:si7
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A dt
Mrs.
tary.
presi
‘'ald

Freedom of choice on education

Dr. Floyd G. P007C. .1 candidate for the Democratic nomina::or.
:277.01. the May
primary election. has taken a position on }<07.1..,X .•
inner:lance ,aws that shows a lot of common sense.
se to make them compatible with federal inheroan,c
-- ans making the first S600,000 of Kentuckian's estatc ta%.
;,eries of tax reductions that underscore Dr. Poore*,ano:
:„--- • - ;ndarnemai fairness.
se-se. Almost all candidates talk about it on. the line that demonstrates the implementation of
- dd
ne that with his proposal for a cut in Kent-co,
H1707 candidate has committed to :hai :dea. fhai
XI „•

Her penmanship was an exact
land, where her older sister had
duplicate of the Palmer Method
gone. We met at the shoe store.
approach to handwriting, airy loops
Slobodiens, where both of us were
and sinous curlecues, just like the
looking for the perfect shoe wargreen charts that the nuns pointed
drobe for college. We talked and
to as they' taught us cursive writing.
laughed about the good old days at
If any paper were displayed as an
St. Francis, and fondly recalled the
example that the rest of us should
time Kay and her family visited my
emulate, it s'as Kay Williamson's.
family on our vacation at the beach
When we were in fifth grade and
when we were in sixth grade.
our teacher was the young and spirand suffered the petty' arguments
The next thing I heard, Kay' was
ited Sister Margo, we were
and jealousies that are so common sick - sick enough to miss
weeks
assigned to write a composition
to adolescent girls.
of school at a time. Then I heard
about what we wanted to do when
At graduation from eighth grade, she'd dropped out completely.
The
we grew up. (This may not seem
Kay on the General Excellence rumor was leukemia. though I
very exciting to you. but it as to
Medal, to no one's sutprise. She refused to believe it. Kay was too
cm off to St.. Peter's in New perfect for that. And
us. The nuns were seldom moved
besides.
to ask the children their opinions. Brunswick; Anne enrolled at St. another friend of mine from high
desires or wishes. In fact, having
Mary's in Perth Amboy; and I school had succumbed to that when
an opinion was a near occasion of hrased public high school in we were in 11th grade. Our town
sin, according to most of the SisMetuchen.
was too small for such sadness.
ters of Mercy who taught us.)
It was a small town, so I saw
Kay died in April of 1966. shortAnyhow, the rest of us girl's them both after that, but not too ly before her 19th birthday. When
often.
Kay and I still bought our
chose nurse. teacher and mother as
my mother called to tell me the
our ambitions . for the future. but shoes at the same store in Perth news, she said she'd heard that just
Amboy, and v.e ran into each other
Kay - who'd done research. as I
at church on Sunday. but our lives the day before Kay' had asked her
recall - wanted to he a
‘ere separate. Once, when I was a father to carry her downstairs so
pharmacist.
sophomore. I went to Kay's school she could hear the birds better. It'd
During most of elementary
as a representative of State Student been a long, silent v•inter. and
spring had finally arrixed.
school. Kay and another girl. Anne Council.
I was shocked when she
Lynn, were my best friends. Kay
She would have been 44 yestertold me she smoked behind the
and Anne shared a birthday - school building
at lunch time. and day, but I see her at 18. shoe boxes
April 29 - though Kay was a full that she had
a boyfriend named spread around her, and she, like
year younger than Anne. We lived "Rocky" or
"Spike," something Cinderella, daintily trying them on.
within two blocks of each other: I I:kc that
- definitely not a saint's
So I can't help but think of Kay
on Oak, Anne on Maple. and Kav
name.
Williamson every April 29. and
on Linden Avenue. We wa:kej to'
The last time I saw
school together, played jump rope freshman year in college. Kay was remember that no town is too small
She was for sadness. And no word too h 1 c
and dodge ball together at recess. going off to St.
Joseph's in Mary- to ignore such a loss.

::c President's
rour.ds that any'
to religious
a constitutional
the "wall"
and state.
1'_•il Grants and
and state
g.xcn to students
tho college or uni• h....) attend. includsen.00ls. If choice
dnixersoy levgl, why
.1,,...;es of education?
th.;: many of the
favor the "right"
cnoose an abortion
•
It comes to
•
h,as less to do
+7. In.an it does with
unions and edu%:: te that if parents
.sn.ere to send their
•
the (4...ality and
',Lon must be
'elyin a way that
ability of 'educa; •to indoctrinate
; ,,friaristic. self-

critically in order to better his or
her life? The national testing proposed by the Administration, which
presumes a national level of education. will help achieve that goal.
Writing in the Sept. 20, 1987
New York Times Magazine„ the
late historian Barbara Tuchman
spoke of America as a nation in
decline. Tuchman wrote that
America's decline could be traced
to a "deteriorating ethic in many.

It has helped produce. along with
the social and political activists
who have taken over the schools. a
generation that is intellectually and
morally impoverished. Modern students can tell you what's on MT\.
but they' can't tell you much about
Shakespeare or Hemingway. Bach
or Chopin.
"When there are no shared goals
or vision of the public god.'
writes Allan -Bloom. "is the sociai
contract any longer possible'!"
Education choice can become a
hot issue for the 1992 campaign. 11
has broad parental appeal. Varioussurveys have shown that if mone‘
were not an object. considerable
numbers of people would send
their children to private schools are
to make students intellec taaly
strong and morally sound.
The freedom to have one's Lhildren educated where ono wishes
ought to be a fundamental right.
competition is good for business, it
can also be good for education. 1:
the administration gets its way.
will benefit not only, the students
but the country.

indoctrination. Vano,.,
:axe
used the schools as ;
and the children as gd
n:ds. It spheres...
seems they have becn si
and
'Incompetence is a companion
probed with every coni.e.xa''le phi- of decline because decline has no
losophy except the iniellectual.
goal. when people do not care and
spiritual and moral
that s'b.,:ped have no goal in view they' do not
our heritage.
function at their utmost. They' grow
President
and Ed .. .cal:on iav and accept defeat.Secretary Lamar A.e‘andi2r are
And how did Tuchman define
also right to push ;or na::07.4: test- incompetence? It is a "sloppy' and
ing. Critics say Inf. these :cis
i ragl:ed performance that ends in
reflect -cultural biases." ne...aase
unwanted results. Competence, the
they will not be aijL:s1,.: for
obverse. is the ability' to do work
who grow up in ghc:10s or are expertly, neatly and correctly withotherwise "disadvantai:i:d.out foolish mistakes."
are the voices that ha
's
Modern American public educa,the present failed system.
tion. with a few exceptions. has
not a ghetto dv,eller be
'failed to produce the type of young
and sebtract, read. write
nerson needed by modern America.

Kin&
shown
-W."
ted I S
rod A

4.

Second
Rexroa

7.•

1111
Brand(
under
Can %S
won an
Unix eri

was reached
Washington. D.C. mayor Sharon Pratt
Dixon proposed that corporal punishment be returned to the public
schools as a means of disciplining
children. In the next breath Mayor
Dixon said she might also favor the
distribution of condoms in those
same schools. She apparently saw
no contradiction between those
opposing signals on self-discipline.
Most of what has passed for education in the last 30 years has been
.

Pict ur
staffs
Callov
the LI
distric
in eact
about
4363)

Looking back
Ten years ago
The establishment of a perpetual
scholarship in honor of Nlancil J.
Vinson, departing executive secretary of Murray State University's
Alumni Association who served
nearly 13 years as director, was
announced by Dr. Li. Hortin.
retired journalism chairman at
N1SU at the annual alumni banquet.
Robert William Head, professor
and chairman of Department of Art
at N1SU. was named as 18th recipient of Distinguished Professor of
the Year award by the Alumni
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthr Vinson will
be married for 50 years on May 3.
Tammy Feltner and Jeffrey Kenneth Rogers were married March
14 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Sherrill Gargus.

Tnenty years ago
Ronnie Flood was inducted into
the United States Army in the April
draft call for Calloway County,
according to Mrs. Gbissie Adams.
executive secretary' of Local Board
No. 10 of Selective Service.
Elected as officers of Murray
Civitan Club were Cofficld Vance,
Wayne M. Williams. Hayden Rickman and Brent Manning,
Beth Broach, Jan Hough, Fay
Jacks and Oneida Boyd are newly
elected officers of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Trichel Jr.,
April 21: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James McClure and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Steven Davenport III.
April 22.

Thirty sears ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State College approved an operating budget of $2,365,575 at a meeting held April 28 at Murray'.
Janet Like, Linda Henry, Randy
Patterson and Michael Palmer.
members of Calloway County 4-H
Club, were winners at Senior District 4-H Club Demonstration Rally
held at Paducah. Also participating
from Calloway were Sharon Sledd,
Cynthia Ezell, Dorothy Henry.
L.W. Patterson and Danny Pittman.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Sullivan, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. C.E. Sirls, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Edwards, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Boone, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garth
Edwards.
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Forty years ago
Dr. W.D. Aeschbachcr, professor
at Murray' State College, attended
the annual meeting of Mississippi
Valley Historical' Association held
at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Outland. April 19; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Tom McLean, April 24.
Rubie Smith was speaker at a
meeting of Calloway County
Branch of Association for Childhood Education held at Murray
High School cafeteria. Special
music was by the MIIS Girls Trio
composed of Letha Lyons, Joan
Love and Kay Weatherly Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. James Charlton of
Royal Oak, Mich., were the recent
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Rogers.
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Chom receives
recent A+ Award

Fifth grade students at Southwest Calloway Elementary
are studying a unit on body support, movement
and
groditth. Dr. Yezerski brought "Bubba," the skelet
on,
replacement equipment or deices used for reconstructiand
on.
He also discussed bone diseases. Pictured from
left are
Diane Tatlock, Isaac Manning,
'
John Eric Yezerski and Dr.
Yezerski.

•
A day with the Coast Guard was enjoyed by students in
Mrs. %Vildey's third grade reading class at Carter Elementary. Warrant officer Ernest Preshure of Paducah, left,
presented a slide presentation on Alaska and the Exxon
Valdez accident. Pictured with him is Katie Konrad.

!WL

Rohland Chorn, a custodian at
Robertson Elementary School was
the recipient of an A+ Award from
the School-Business Partnership,
April 25. His name was inadvertantly left out of the story which
ran in Friday's issue of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Jean Hurt, principal at Robertson, said, Chorn has served the
elementary school for two years.
"He is outstanding in many ways.
He is wonderful with the children,
always friendly and has a smile. He
always goes the extra mile and
The Young Historians Club at Calloway
helps teachers in the classroom.
Count
y
Middl
e
School had as their speaker recently Kentu
cky Rep. Freed His pleasant nature makes him a
Curd. Curd gave the members an opportunity
joy to be around," she said.
tions about the workings of state gmern to ask quesment
responsibilities of an elected official. Spons and the
ors of the
Young Historians Club are Linda Feltner, Sarah
Hill, Betty Lyons and Peter O'Rourke.

Scholarship hunt
sending students
on paper chase

1111.11.

INNOW

""
E
aim

owe

By KELLY P. KISSEL

MUM HIM WSW
NMI P•
la LIT re_
4

Associated Press Writer
I.

HUNTINGDON, Pa. (AP) — If
)ou're a left-handed student named
Murphy and you want to study fungus, you've hit the scholarship
trifecta.
There's scholarship money, too,
for children of footwear workers
who want to get a leg up on other
students. And if you want to study
perfumes. }ou can come out smelling like a rose.
You just have to know where to
look.
"It's like a big paper chase out
Kindergarten students at Robertson Elementary
there
right now," said Daniel J.
shown with wood designs during their study of the are
Cassidy of the National Scholarletter
-W." Pictured from left are (standing) Meghan King,
ship Research Service in Santa
(sea- "Stone Soup," a Cold Medal Selection written by Marcia
ted) Summer Williams, Brandon Hack, Adam Folsom,
Rosa. Calif.
Brown, probed to be a very interesting story for
Jarthe sturod Al-Alou and Jessica Miller.
Colleges and universities arc in
dents in Doll Redick's second grade class at East
Callo
the process of matching students
Elementary. Students pro% iding the ingredients for way
with scholarships
soup are, from left, Joshua Harris, Jeremy Carrastone "Preparing for the ACT" workshops were presen
ted to school year. For for the 1991-92
Nathan Anderson, Clint Stewart and Erika Riano way, Calloway County High School Juniors on
those who fall
Tuesday nights
.
in March. The workshops provided an introduction to the through the cracks, or procrastiACT and provided tips on how to answer questions. Pic- nate, firms like Cassidy's say they
tured from left are Erika Weber, and Jackie Stubblefield. will help students locate possible
scholarships, for a fee.
No matter the procedure, there is
a lot of money available, Cassidy
said. About S6.5 billion goes
unused each year, most of that
from private sources and tied to a
number of restrictions sometimes
difficult to meet.
There are Harvard Radcliffe
schola
rships for people named
Second grade students at Robertson Elementary in
Anderson. Borden, Bright or MurRexroat's class are shown preparing for a concer Carla
t.
phy: the r4lycolOgical Society of
America finances fungus research
by Ph.D. candidates: the Two-Ten
International Footwear Foundation
disperses money to children of
footwear workers.
The Fragrance Research Fund's
Dr. Steben Schneiderman, chairman of the engineering
550,0
00 grant program is restiicted
technology department of the College of Industry aryl
Technology at Murray State Iiniversity, was guest spealler to those who plan post-graduate
at Calloway County High School during National Engi- work in clinical psychology to
Gary Mul ins, right. shows April Roles how
determine why certain smells
to
baritone, while Joshua Herndon, left, looks on. play the neering Week in February. The focus thi$ year is on envir- evoke certain emotions and
These
onmen
fifth
tal affairs. After he spoke to Ruth'Smith's geometry
grade students are in music class taught by
Linda Stalls at classes on the technical problems to be solved In. our socie- behavior.
East Calloway Elementary. They have been
"tertain fragrances can be
unit on the instruments of the band and studying a ty,/an actkity period followed in which the students to reduce stress. Others make used
you
orchestra.
designed anti created cereal boxes which contained the
same amount of cereal as son* on the market today, but feel more secure in social relationships,"
having less surface area in an effort to save trees. Pictured execut said/ Annette Green, the
ive
at top, from left, are V4n Pittman, Jon Smotherman, Jeff based in director of the fund,
McClure and Dr. Schneiderman. Pictured at bottom, from should beNew York. "There really
a
left, are Jason Haley, Michelle Hamlin, Amy Lamb, Dr. It's ',reall scientific basis for this.
y
all been folklore."
Schneiderman and Jennifer Jones.
Brandon Kellie, second grader at Robertson Eleme
In the fund's nine years,
ntary
under Lashlee Foster, explains his Science project,
researchers have spent a halfA
"What
Can We Learn From West Kentucky Fossils?"
million dollars to !determine that
Brandon
won an excellent award for his project at the Murra
the
smell of apple pie is the most
y State
University Science Fair.
relaxing, a coffee odor wakes people up, and multi-floral arrangements arc best for social settings.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the admini
Cassidy has i assemblcd a list of
staffs of the Murray Independent School Distri strative
ct and the
what
he says ire the Most unusual
Calloway County School District and edited by
the staff of
scholarships available. Among
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for
each school
them:
district is determined by the approximate ratio
of
studen
ts
— The Joseph Bulova School of
in each district. Please direct your questions
and comments
Woodside, N.Y., offers up to
about area public schools to the Murray City
515,000 ffbr disabled watchmakers
4363) or the Calloway County Public SchoolSchools(753s (753-2893).
from countries other than the
United States to teach other disabled people in their homelands.
— The Norwich Jubilee EsperAmanda Coleman, second from right, invited Tommy
anto Foundation of Oxford, EngWalker to be her guest during her special week at North
land, offers up to 1,000 pounds
Calloway Elementary. Walker gave an interesting and
(about S1,750) for Esperanto
informati% e talk about the operation of his chicken breedspeakers under age,26 wishing to
er house. Pictured from left are Bruce Conway, Tanya
earTallattiSMTrArn
improve language/ skills dui*
Bucy, Coleman and Walker.
rei14/
tours of Britain.
— The Ayn Rand Institute of
Marina Dcl Rey, Calif., offers
.
'•-4# j
aci
'
scholarships of S500 to 55,000 for
students in English literature, phi'5t.'4 1 ?--IritF`e,
losophy or psychology who write
i?
the best essays on the Rand novel
"The Fountainhead."
•,..
— The International Boar Semen
17
Scholarship offers S500 for mem411gAgith=12AE"J
bers of the Futurc Farmers of
America enrolled in in an accredited swine-management program.
Most schools offer their own
There s rrore to lite than•vial of NIS. or a needle. or some Mute Powcief
when you're hoolieci on drugs. that's all that your I.fe becomes It doesn't take
peculiar scholarships. Left-handed
much to see the writing on the will Drugs alter more than your consciousness
students at Juniata College in HunThey'll atter your hopes your dreams, your luture
they don't lull you first.
tingdon. Pa., qualify for money
If your friends are pressuring you to try drugs. Ant say NO!
under the Frederick and Mary
Charles Taylor, a fifth-grader at Southwest
Calloway
This message is sponsored by Murr
h ay Ledger & Times Beckley Scholarship Foundation.
Elementary, lead everyone in "I Can If I Wanna
Third graders Josh Burchett and EmiliCleaver were
chofrom the POPS program at a recent Drug Educa ," a song
The Beckleys met in a 1919 tennis
sen
as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manne
rs
on
Valent
ine's Day at North
tion Week
class, where they were paired as
assembly.
Calloway Elementary. They were chosen by
their
partners because both were leftclassmates.
handed.
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Wilson and Shelton wedding planned

CALENDAR
Tuesday, April 30
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
National Scouting Museum!open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"Xlurray High School Band annual
awa7ds banquet:6:30 p.m./high
sehool cafeteria.
A to Z's of rsychgieal and
training of horses will
begin a: 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
L:vestock Shov.. and Exposition
Fee i* S:5.

Christian

Murray State t. ni‘t•rit Chamber Orchestra concert S
Asion
•

First Baptist Church
include Mothers Day 0al'4:'
,0
and Exercise C:asses
f.ndf, 30
Wednesday. May 1
Murray Oyereaters nonymous
heg:nners
p.rn./reguar 5 . 30
F77, Corr:nun:Iv Center
Senior Citizen s•
League S*.30 am M

JO'S DATEBOOK
Miss Katherine Ann Wilson and
David L. Shelton announce their
engagement and approaching
marriai:e.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
James Pat and Janice Wilson of
Nev. Concord.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Mary Conley. and the late Joseph
O. Conley of Murray- and of James
G. Wilson and the late Mrs
Katherine Wilson of New Concord.
The groom -elect is the son of
Gary and Nancy. Shelton of Rockport. Ind.
He is the grandson of Lloyd and
Helen Shelton 4nd Barbara Harvey-.
Miss Wilsoli is a 1990 graduate
of CallowaY County High School.
Mr. Shelton is a student at Murray State University.
The IA edding vows will he solemnived on Saturday. May 18. at 2
p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Highway 121
South. Murray •
On!‘ o.:1-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
Ze in ited to attend.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Students from Murray High School competed
with students from 22
aria high schools on April 9 at the Austin Peay
State University -hosted
35th Annual High School Mathematics Contest. Studen
ts vied for awards
in various areas of mathematics ranging from algebr
a I to advance topics
as they were tested in the APSU Joe Morgan Univer
sity Center Ballroom.
Individual winners from MHS were David Chu,
second place, and Sam
Green. third place, in Algebra II contest. The
school's Algebra II Team
took home first-place honors with team members
being Chu. Green, Carolyn Jackson and Shawn Kellie.

Women of Moose to meet

Katherine Ann Wilson,
fiancee of Dat,id L. Shelton

Golf
-

Go:f Course,

, rit'd

Parker tvill present recital Sunday

on page ",
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Blin-r;
-

1)1-;\R

9 2:

DEAR IRENE:: Cigar smoke is

u for
-moker- to quit
1.%,1,, more
pcio.ertiii than ail tiTh it nti-.moking
t,,gether I am
rt-t,er
pr,,
had rw,
.'V•!

Hamlet (PG/

no less damaging than cigarette
smoke. but you are right —there
are fewer complaints about 44.ondhand cigar smoke.(Perhaps
it's because women identify cigar
smoke with their kindl old
grandfathers. Or they are too
overcome to speak.,

rern,A ,-(limmy

Bargan Matinee's
Sat. & Sun ONLY
Adult 3x Child 2 -

• hre•-1,:ar

haiot
tii\-r•I'
poem that 1
vo,rtfo. ,,t

-

Rent your movies•at the movies!

.-‘ LARYN(rE,C.T(

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

'
"•
•'••
,TH l••
.-•

LAMENT

1,0-1 -;.!

Our Customers Are Very Important People

V•t• •uto

Compano••

State Auto Insurance
A

•er:

3•

ter
fitio..r,„:

-rut and

••

to-.;

\‘•
:

-11.1•(,#• Uri -

_•
;•• 1 •

.• 4
N1)11
:
.

DEAR MISSIN(:: The first six
months of . a cat's life equal 13
years: the second six months
equal eight years — therefore,
the first cat yearequals 21 huinan
Trit•
•years.The second cat year eq uals
10 human years.and each subseeie,.troni(
The riot tor did pre h in hi- neat quent year equals three human
littie spe,” h
years. Thus. adie's I. Nears of
'"self -Ht.'•
life are equivalent to threescore
rivr:(.r.
11i01,
1;(
and 10 for a human.
Since you are having a diffi*A
1' Ii1.1.'N1. PREsII)ENT
c()I"NTY
VOICF; cult time dealing with the loss of
your beloved pet. which by no
i 1.1
DENVILLE. N
means is unusual, ask your veterinarian to recommend ac support group. There is much com.\1:1-rf Ii'. oniu; fort in sharing your feelings with
!others who have used through a
never
'
similar experience.
cigar ,r-nok4sr '
. Nurnerou- ;arta
Please accept my sincere
heeri rater' aim,'
cigarettii- :irr•. hut
sympathy.
NI.

753-445

•••

Beautiful Custom Window
And Bedding Treatments

••
r,•

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407
Ma•le St

**

Li• or-

AI

J.In••••anc•

Oaks Country Club will have its Men's Spring
Championship Golf Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, May 4
and 5. For more information or to sign
up call Charlie Hargro
ve, golf professional, at 753-6454 or sign
up in the
pro-shop at the club.

First C
include

CCIIS Class of 1981 plans reunion

First U
events
Group/11
p.m.; F

Calloway County High School Class of 1981
will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer
will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner -dance will be at 6
p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
registration deadline will be Monday, May
20.
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-55 For registration information or
00, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

,

mention

IRENE IN EL LA.loN

Alrh.'• farm
r.•4 pe. dr.• an, ludvd In
her conkt
Met1 send a long. hu.in•-..•
selladdrt•••••rd en%t•lope. plu• check
or mone order(or $:1•95•Sl..',0 in( anmia ,
to: Dear A1,11:,.(
klet.11,U. Box 117.
Mount Morri•, Ill ti1053 Po•tag.
included

Hobbs Appliance & Service Co., Inc.
70:11MI
'
Heating 'Electrical
•Air Conditioning

This is Just one of the many services our
professional
interior designers can offer.

Call Mitzi or Maryann

Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-1411

conultation'

Murray Lions Club annual Light Bulb and Broom Sale
will continue tonight.
Cruesdayj, according to George Karnavas. club presid
ent. Three types of
brooms, two sizes of mops and a wide variety of light
bulbs will be available
for sale Pre-packaged light bulbs will be $4.50 per
box of six, brooms are
$6 50 each for a kitchen broom, $8 for a warehouse broom
,
push broom Lions will be going door to door this evenin and $11 for a
g in an effort to
contact each household. Orders may also be placed
through order sheets
left at homes z;es dents not contacted may call David
Hill at 753-9562 for
hcr-e de
from these sales are used to help local chariti
es
inc
••,- i•,, assistance to diabetics, scholarships for
local high
scnoc
1 'other local causes

Family uisits at Fort Knox
7,,e

•a.
7.-, s'
t-gr.•e

Re., a'

Dwight Wyant and Mr. and Mrs. Brad Wyant of Mur.1;yant of Nashville, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Chamb
•••••.- recently spent "Fami:y Weekend' at Fort Knox with
their
drandson, Norman Todd Wyant, who is in basic training
•,
Guard. The Ira nee is a 1990 graduate of Calloway

$30 Cash Back Sale
On Selected Items

Patients are dismissed
_coal perso,s recently dismissed from LoUrdes
Hospital, Paducah,
nc ude Mark. Carneal and Newell Mott, both of Murray
.

Catherine Grace Rogers born
Mr and Mrs Clay Rogers of 11610 Northg
ate Trail, Roswell, Ga., are the

of a daughter, Catherine Grace, weighing
c,unces. measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday. eight pounds 131/2
March 20, at Shallow'crd Hostal, Dunwoody, Ga. The mother is the
former Martha Lyle Pitman.
C•art,- a'ents are:Joseph Rogers of Tucker
, Ga Margaret Ann Rogers of
Tampa. a and Dr. and Mrs. W.J Pitman
of Murray.

(JR() RI•••,
«)...1114( T

Adrienne Nichole Kimbro born
Hugh Vi Kimbro and Darla D. Dobkins,
405 North Fifth St., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Adrienne Nichol
e Kimbro, weighing eight pounds
nine ounces. measuring 201;2
inches,
on Monday, April 15, at 6:39
a rr at Murray-Calloway County Hospitborn
al. Grandparents are Nordene L.
Lorsoh. Rt 5. Box 294, Murray, Carrie
Estep, J&J Apts., Apt. 4, Murray,
and John and Minnie Kimbro, Rt 4, L.
Murray

.

TOR

Ferguson. Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn. Great-grandparents
are Hilman and Evelyn
Coles and Mrs Eva Craig, all of Rt. 2, Hazel.
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Bett•r Hot

The IN
microwal
make no
That's b,
save yot
you're cc
food. To
soup thicl
tarch or

One
chopped
I medii
(1/2 cup)
/
1
2 cup
One 1(
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Mr and Mrs. Ernie Ferguson of Rt 2, Box 283A,
parents of a son, Luke Austin, weighing eight poundPuryear, Tenn., are the
ing 22 inches. born on Tuesday, April 16, at 11:32 s four ounces, measura.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital The mother is the former Donna
Coles. They have another
son, Joshua, 3, and a daughter, Amanda,
5. Grandp
Karen Cotes, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mrs. Trudy Fergu arents are Frank and
son and the late Carlos

‘41airiloo•i

753-3321
Southside Shopping Center

May Fellowship Day for Murray and Calloway
County will be observed on
May 3, at 11 a.m. at Good Shepherd United Method
ist Church, Highway 1 2' South at Cherry Corner. A potluck lunch
will be served. This is an
annual event that unite Protestant. Roman Catholi
c, Orthodox and other
Christa- women .n a common worship experience,
according to Sr. Mary
Ann Yanz. president of Church Women United
of Murray and Calloway
County 'This year s ecumenical service, entitled 'Journ
ey Toward Jubilee',
will fecal' the continuous legacy of
faithfulness to the Gospel and reclaim
:he heritage and commitment of CWU,' Yanz added.
All women of the area
are rnv;ted to the special program on Friday.

Luke Austin Ferguson born

215 W. Broadway
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Calloway County High School Class of 1966
has planned its 25-year reunion on Saturday. July 6'. A cOffee for class
members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11
a.m. at Calloway County High
School The dinner and dance will start at 6:30
p.m. at Curns Center, Murray State university. "Silver Threa
ds to Golden Memories' will be the theme
of the reur.on's lestiv ,ties Each ciass membe
r has been mailed a letter with
ir,structions for reservations to be made
by Friday. May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have l been locate
d except for three who are
William E. Ahart. Jerry Cowen
e Ronald Webb. Any one having any information about these three members is asked
to contact a member of the
c.ass. according to Jirn Kel.y, a class member_
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Women of the Moose of Murray Lodge
No. 2011 of Loyal Order of the
Moose will meet Thursday, May 2, at 8 pm.
at the lodge on North 16th
Street Extended. This will be enrollment
night. The officers will meet at 7
m New officers for the year to start May
regent. Wanda Vaughn, junior gradute regent 1 are Edna Bogard, senior
; Dru McKinney, junior regent:
Jewel Dunn. chaplain; Donna Wheatley.
treasurer, and Nancy Bogard,
recorder

Murray -Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
in cooperation with the
Murray-CalloAfay County Fourth Annual Freedom
Fest Committee with a
'Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest' Pageant on Saturd
ay. June 29, in Lovett Auditorium Gns age 0 and up may enter as
well as boys age 0 to 7. This is a
"Sunday Best' pageant. Pageant dresses will only
be required in the girls 16
and up category. Winners will receive some
great prizes and be special
guests at all festval activities on July 3-7. For more
information and applications call Vonnie Hays at 753-5171 or after
5 p.m. call Jane Barnett at
753-0137 or write P 0 Box 190. Murray, Ky.
42071. Deadline for applications oi I! be June 20. Cash only entrants will
be accepted at the door.
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CA
LENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday, May 1
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m. Hospice Office, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/
Info Nancy Rose, director.
Ladies golf/9:30 a.m./Murray
Country Club.
Ladies Day/9:30 a.m./Oaks Country Club.
Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Story Hours/10:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Senior citizens' activities/Weaks
Center/9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
le
ith
7
or
d,

Senior citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Chrisi
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chrisi
First Christian Church events
include Chancel Choir/7:15 p.m.

in

10

First United Methodist Church
events include: Covenant Prayer
Group/I0 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Finance Committee/6:30
p.m.; Adminsitrative Board/7 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

Dr

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include: Mid-Week Bible Study,

at
ar.

By NANCY BYAL

The best soups to cook in the
microwave oven are those that
make no more than six servings.
That's because microwave ovens
save you the most time when
you're cooking small amounts of
food. To save even more time, this
soup thickens without flour, cornstarch or excessive stirring.
Broccoli Chowder
One 10-ounce package frozen
chopped broccoli ,
1 medium onion, finely chopped
(A cup)
/
1 2 cup water
One 10% -ounce can condensed
cream of chicken soup
1 cup milk
1 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
(4 ounces)

-

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burnham of Keniana Shores
will be honored at a reception in celebration of Subdivision, Hamlin,
their 50th wedding
anniversary on Wednesday, May I.
The event will be an open house at the Burnham at Hamlin
from 1 to 6
p.m. All friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
Mrs. Burnham (Annette) is director of Hazel and New
Citizens Program. Mr. Burnham is a retired electron Concord Senior
They have two sons, Michael Burnham of Murray and ics technician.
Patrick Burnham
of Houston, Texas; and three grandchildren.
For directions to the Burnham home, call 436-53
64 or 437-4095.

Wednesday, May 1
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include: Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth Handbells/
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Prayer Meeting, Klaymata Fellowship and Children's Choirs/6:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include: Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth and Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers'/8 p.m.

.

'
.•
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Suzanne Pitman

Murrayan is selected

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Suzanne
Pitman of Murray, now living in
Nashville, Tenn., has been chosen
as a semi-finalist in Revlon's third
annual "Unforgettable Women
Contest." Revlon established to
National Scouting Museum/open contest to discove
r and recognize
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
America's most unforgettable
women.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
A total of 51 semi-fin
County Hospital/Wal-Mart, selected from entries alists were
across the
Camden/9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 country, one from
each state and
p.m.
the District of Columbia.
Pitman will go on to compete for
Board/Calloway County Public the 1991 Unforge
ttable Women
Library/4:30 p.m. at library.
Contest grand prize titled and the
chance to appear in a Revlon
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/12 advertisement
and received
noon/Sirloin Stockade.
S25,000.
The daughter of Dr. W.J. and
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m., 1:30 Martha Pitman of
Murray, she is
p.m./Flomeplace-1850, and Domes- graduate of Murray High Schoola
tic Firewood permits available for and Murray State Univers
ity. A
purchase/LBL.
former Miss Kentucky USA, she is
now working in Nashville as a
model for business and video
commercials.

V. teaspoon ground red pepper
VI cup peanuts, chopped
In a 2-quart microwave-safe casserole combine broccoli, onion and
water. Cook, covered, on 100 percent power (high) for 5 to 6
minutes or until vegetables are tender, breaking up broccoli and stirring twice. Do not drain.
Stir in soup, milk, cheese and
red pepper. Cook, uncovered, on
high for 7 to 9 minutes or until
heated through, stirring twice. Top
each serving with peanuts. Makes 6
side-dish servings.

•..

Spring luncheon held

Memorial Baptist Church events
include: BYW Council/5:30 p.m.;
Supper/6 p.m.; prayer service/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

a
Bettor Horne. NagaiIna Food Editor

•..
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Burnhams to be honored

Microwave soup recipe given
a
6
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To enter, each contestant was
required to submit three photographs, an essay on whey they are
"unforgettable," and a proof of
purchase of a Revlon color cosmetic product.
The semi-finalists were selected
based on the following criteria as
presented in their entry photographs: Beauty of the contestant,
25 percent; quality of make-up
application, 20 percent; presence
and project, 10 percent; originality
and clarity of the written statement,
10 percent; overall projection of
the Revlon image, 35 percent.
This summer, nine women will
be chosen as finalists and flown to
New York City for the final judging. The contest was inspired by
Revlon's internationally "The Most
Unforgettable Women in the World
Wear Revlon" advertising campaign. The company also markets a
fragrance called Revlon
"Unforgettable."

Women's Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church held its annual spring
salad luncheon on Saturday, April 13. An art exhibit by members of
the guild was shown by, top photo. from left, Fran Hudson, Terri
Burke, Mary Ctes, Linda Virant, Mary Fuhrman and Cathy Johnson.
Not pictured are Trudy Baker, Sallie Gay and Simone Taylor who
also contributed to the art show. In the bottom photo are Bob and
Agnes Morris ‘iewing the painting by their daughter, Trudy Baker.

Hospital reports listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals and
one expiration for Friday, April 26.
No newborn admissions were
listed.

for Saturday, April 27, have been
released as follows: Newborn admissions
Noel baby girl, parents. Perry and
Alice, 274 Adams Mill Rd., Cadiz:
Huff baby girl, parents, Michael and
Jeanne, Rt. 1, Box 174, Murray.
Dismissals
William Paul Dailey III, 521 South
13th St., Murray; Mrs. Jeri Requarth,
P.O. Box 826, Murray; Mrs. Virginia
James, 222 South 12th St., Murray:
Marty W. Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo: John
W. Bryan, 1001 N. Johnny Robertson
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Eliza S. Craig, Rt. 1,
Box 125, Hazel;
Mrs. Mary M. Taylor, Rt. 1, Box 240,
Puryear, Tenn.; Ruford Perry, Rt. 1,
Box 86, Almo; Carter W. Bailey, 1801
Lincoln Ave., Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Massolette Canon, Rt. 8, Box
1025, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Helen Ludvigson:, CR Box 34K,
New Concord; Mrs. Maggie Dismore,
P.O. Box 201, Calvert City; Mrs. Helen
C. Boram, Rt. 1, Box 385A, Springfield, Tenn.;
Mrs. Eva Mae Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
144, Dexter; Mrs. Nell Woods, 522
South Seventh St., Murray; Mrs.
Nutrition information per serv- Louise Virginia Thompson, Rt. 3, Box
ing: 200 cal. (63 percent calories 342C, Murray;
Lacy E. Downey, At. 1, Box 85,
from fat), 14 g fat, 30 mg chol., 10 Puryear,
Tenn.; Elmon.Coy, Rt. 3, Box
g pro., 10 g carb., 540 mg sodium. 283C, Murray;
Mrs. Martha G. White,
U.S. RDA: 20 percent calcium, 25 800 Sunny Lane. Murray;
Mrs. Ida R. Ellsworth, Rt. 1, Box
percent vit. A, 35 percent vit. C, 10
554, Dexter; Mrs. Betty C. Hamby, 309
percent riboflavin.
Spruce Loop, Crossville; Joe A.
(Cont'd from page 6)
Prince, Box 244, New Concord; Mrs.
One newborn admissions and
Sandra R. Gipson and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Box 309, Symsonia:
Pinochle Club being organized
dismissals at Murray-Calloway'
Mrs. Frances S. Paschall, Rt. 1, Box
County
Hospita
l
for Sunday, April
by Jeane Dixon
A Pinochle Club is being organized to
306, Murray; Amos McCarty. 1010
play each second and fourth WedDoran Rd., Murray; Crockett Tharpe, 28, have been released as follows:
nesday at the month at 1 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center. This is for all
WEDNESDAY, MAY I, 1991
Newborns admission
109 L P. Miller St., Murray:
pinochle players and those interested in learning
how to play the card game.
Boggess
baby
girl,
parents,
James
Dyrus
For
Stubblef
.
ield, Rt. 4, Box 105A,
more information call Doyle Williams,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE could cause hurt feelings.
and Sheila, Rt. 2, Box 315-B, Murray.
753-1438, or 753-0929.
A peaceful
Murray; Mrs. Christine Beaver, Mur
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: home atmosphere is
Dismissals
welcome after
Cal Apt. C13, Murray; Luther Swift,
Look forward to new financial gains. an emotional showdown.
Mrs. Verlene 0. Ezell, 515 Whitnell,
Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton;
Enrolling in fall classes is a practical
Murray; James C. Saylor, 731 Dirley
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
Mrs. Diane Rose, Rt. 6, Box 88-A5,
approach to increasing your earning important relationship may
Ct.,
Murray; Mrs. Clysta Modell Even,
Murray;
Miss
Kimberly
D. Collins, Rt.
demand
At. 1, Box 172C, Kirksey:
power. You will make real headway' a financial investment.
3, Box 165 Fulton; Miss Karol J.
The key to
Mary E. Golightly, 622 Broad St.,
in solving a domestic dilemma by greater career success
Scruggs, P.O. Box 1297, Murray;
is better planMurray; Mrs. Christina R. Parker, HillJohn C. Durr, Rt. 3, Box 330-D,
November.Spending the winter holi- ning and attention to detail.
Work
dale Apts., GA 1 Box 10, Hardin;
Murray; Miss Melissa M. Jones and
days in a completely new setting could harder to nurture a close
relationship.
Devon Schroader, Rt. 8, Box 20,
baby
boy,
402
North
First
St., Murray;
bring romance back into your life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
Murray;
Mrs. Tana J. Jones and baby boy. Rt.
Keep your New Year's resolutions in emphasis today is
John K. Lafser, Rt. 3, Box 30A, Muron returning iterps
1, Box 22, Wingo;
1992 and your self-confidence will you have borrowed.
ray; Mrs. Kimberly Phillips and baby
Mrs. Tammy L. McLeod and baby
Be careful norrto
soar'. girl, Rt.1, Box 166, Hazel:
lend something that is not yours to
boy, 1088 Walnut Ct., Benton; Mrs.
Mrs. Carla R. Gilliam and baby girl.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON give. Your financia
LeRhea
Denise
Stewart
and baby boy.
l situation is about
Rt. 7, Jeff Davis Rd., Mayfield; Mrs.
THIS DATE: singers Judy Collins to improve. You
Rt. 6, Box 115. Murray; Mrs. Cornelia
feel romantic again.
Lynne W. York and baby boy, 1622
and Rita Coolidge. actor Glenn Ford,
Walker and baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 179,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov .21):
Farmer Ave., Murray.
Murray.
writer Joseph Heller.
Talk with experts before signing an
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): agreement. You
Expirati
on
could have some
Frank Montgomery, 1619 Miller
Careful attention to detail reduces the doubts about an
important personal
Ave., Murray.
chance of making costly errors. Work relationship. Try
to resolve them
done at home will suffer fewer inter- before making
(12 Months)
a furthercommitment.
Two newborn admissions, disruptions than that done in the office. Compromise promote
s harmony.
missals and one expiration at
Make certain to meet all your deadSAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Dec.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
lines.
2h: A prominent person will respond
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): best to a straightforwar
d approach. A
Stay in the background until ready to career move could
cause a family
(A+ Superior Rated)
make a major announcement. It is upheaval. Soothe loved
ones by shartime to improve communication be- ing confidences
and discussing alterby Peter Gott. M.D.
tween yourself and difficult associ- natives.
306 Main St.
ates. A new ally helps you decide
CAPRICORN iDec.22-Jan. 19):
759-4979
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the usual vitamin D. This is supplied by three
when to make your move.
A friendship enters the big time. You
dosage of vitamin D capsules for a Os-Cal 500 + D tablets, or the equivaGEMINI( Mas 21-June 20):Take find the right showcase
woman in her 70s who has generalized lent in similar products. per day.
for your
the time you need to do a great job. unique talents. VIPs
osteoporosis? How often should I see
41,
are impressed.
In order for the mineral/ vitamin
w
11 to.)•
even if a friend or co-worker tries to The business contact
my doctor for this condition, and how supplement to retard the calcium -loss
s you cultivate
rush you. Your thoroughness will today could bring wonderf
long should the vitamin D treatment from osteoporotic bones, the treatul benepay off. Put a new plan on the back fits.
continue?
ment must be continued indefinitely.
111
burner.
DEAR READER: Vitamin D is necI don't know how often you should
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
essary for proper bone growth; it pro- visit your doctor. This depends on
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Be willing to commut
e out of town:
3
motes calcium absorption from food your general health and the severity
Listen to your mate's advice if you you will benefit greatly
from develpassing through the intestine. The of your osteoporosis. Ask your doctor
want your savings to grow faster. oping long-distance
contacts. Take
Recommended Daily Allowance is to advise you. Remember, too, that
oeti
Keep long-term objectives in mind yolar time when conside
4
ring changes
about 10 micrograms (400 Interna- osteoporosis can be helped by regular
and other daily specials.
when considering your employment in your domestic arrange
ments.
tional
Units).
Excess
vitamin
can
D
exercis
discont
e,
inuation of smoking
situation. Balance logic with intuiPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
lead to weakness,fatigue. anemia, de- and the use of estrogen (female hora
tive hunches.
Greater teamwork is possible if you
Sun. -Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.•0 Oly.rmpic1Plaza
pression, kidney damage, high blood mone), which further retards bone
49
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22); Your take the initiative. A banker
pressure and elevated blood choles- loss.
or
encouragement means a lot to some- cial partner has good tidings finan•• •
terol. Therefore, people who take vi•
- • •..
to share.
•fo 11
informa
tion.
more
give
To
you
am
I
one down in the dumps. Show how. Home shopping is great
tamin
supplem
D
ents
must
careful
be
as long as
sending you a free copy of my Health
much you care. A thoughtless remark you do not go overboa
overdos
not
to
e; an amount exceeding Report "Osteoporisis." Other readers
rd.
2,000 IV is sure to cause toxicity.
who would like a copy should send
TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic,quick-witted and brave.
Most calcium vitamin D pills. such $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
Although
these Taureans are a whiz at mathematics, they will probabl
as Os-Cal + D. contain 125 IV of the stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369.
y regard bookkeeping as boring. Creative enterprises will not only make them
vitamin.
Cleveland. OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
happy but
prosperous. They have a knack for figuring out what the public
I recommend you take about 1,500 mention the title.
wants to buy
next. Since these youngsters are more interested in the intellectual
milligrams of calcium plus 375 IU of
(r) sic NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
than the
physical.they t,pd to lead rather sedentary lives. Wise parents
will encourage
them to get ytittle exercise every day.
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New Orleans • Style Ribs

With Our Specialty Sauce

Opening in May!

Premiere

hinh date It costs

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

(Toot-der a revised and updated copy at leant Donal',
hest-selling book - Yesterday . Today and Foreser
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's
Plan.- send S11 VA plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. Andrews and McMeel.P0 Bon 419150. Kansas City. Mo
6.1)11 !Hake checks pay able to Andrews
and McMeel

"Where your ideas turn to gold."
Dixieland Center
759-1141

You can no get a personalized daily hoross ape tram leant()ism
based on sour iis
only 85 cents
minute Call I -900-4101-77101

Ii
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Health and Fitness Club
CALI, 759-9999
1.ocatt.(1 in Univcs•-•it.s Stithin.
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Wall, Cowan step down from CC
HS athletic duties

Derby Watch

By DAVID RAMEY

looking at it, asistant principal and basketball coach
are both
The Hopkinsville native said it was a
full-tinre•ohs, and by adding a doctoral program
hard decision to step
to it. some- away from basketball.
John NELSON
thing had to gi‘e.
For the third time in five years, Calloway
"It
was
a
very
tough
•-1ho
decis
ion,"
County is looking
he. said;"But this doesn't Associated
guarantee me V• hen the classes in the fall close
for a new boys' basketball coach.
Press
the door on basketball. If I miss it,
and w
‘().„:,1 he, And 1 cot.ldn't he in Paduc
I can always get
ah taking a back ini it. I'm still going to
be around/ it, and as part of the
Russ WlI has ended a two-year stint
as Laker coach, res- class on T ,. ,:sda. and be coaching :he basketball team as well. adminis:ration here, I'm going
igning from his basketball duties
to be going to a lot of games.
The
he:
or
me
in
the
future
is
to
conce
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
to pursu
ntrate on furth"Something tells me I'm not throu
ram. CCHS athletic director Bill Cowa e a doctoral prog- ering niy edat- ation."
gh with basketball. This is the
n has also resigned.
wrong time to fall
Some
day.
some
wher
e.
some
how,
forced to do so by a shake-up in the
I'm going to get back into it. off
Wall c.,imp.led a 32-31 record in tv,o seasons at Calloway,
JROTC program where
the Fly So Free bandwagon,
It me b coaching little league. but
he teaches at the high school.
leading the Lakers into the regional tournament both
I'm
'still going to be a trainer' Scotty
seasons part of it.''
Schulhofer says.
as .distri..1 runner-ups. This past season. Calloway' was
Wall. who/led the Lakers to the regional tourn
'It's 'like the old saying:
16-16
C(m an. ho is also in his second year
manet the last against a tough schedule, falling to
as
champion Pa-Jcuah Tilghtv,o season;'. will retain his assistant princ
as to%cd to resign due to the uncertainity Calloway A.D.. Whenever they get away from
ipal duties at the man in the regional semifinals
of whether he V, i:1 good,
.
h•ith school.
g
''hFeree
.alsithsey all look
have a job in the, school system next
\Val
came
year.
to
CCHS
after
a standout career at Frankfort
hI've begun a doctoral program through UK. and
Lack
or
enro;
:ment
with some
in
the
JROT
C program means a cutHigh School. Ahere he Was a 0.1,o-time coach of
Fly So Free, the 2-year-old
elasses at PCC and Murray State," Wall explained.
the year back in instru;:tors, and Cowan
"In selection by the Frankfort State Journal.
deferred to. another instructor champion, has
beaten six of the
and his seniority in the program.
colts expected to be entered for
the Kentucky Derby on Saturday, and he finished ahead of
another one in his only' loss
this year.
"fr: niv opinion, he's always
Staff Report
been the fax orite. Just because
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
-•-•••••••••
he got heat didn't change my
opin]on of the horse,•' SchulhofThe Murray High Tigers and
er
Calloway County Lady Lakers got
1') Sx Free is considered
the better of a crosstown matchup
• the top four contenders
Monday afternoon.
-i- tictise. field of 14 or
The Tigers swept the Lakers 9-0.
15 t
.1/4 .1 he entered on
while the Lady Lakers edged the
Thi.Also in the fray will
Lady Tigers 5-4.
he
the
Gold. Best Pal
For the Tigers. Russ Adkins
and
fill out the
defeated Jay Newton. 8-5 at No. 1.
17,1r.?
Ms..h bettors will
Aaron Whitaker was an 8-0 winner
chose the favorite.
over John Jackson at No. 2. while
S,
lost to Strike the
Josh Jonson was an 8-2 winner at
lengths in his
No. 3 over Chad Gray. Michael
last ra,..e. the Blue Grass on
Homback defeated Matt Price 8-0
• Keeneland, breaking
at No. 4. while Damon Cohoon
winning streak. Fly
defeated Matt Frizzell 8-1 at No. 5,
e. however, v:as 101
/
4
and Brent Keller defeated Peter
bett,:r than Wilder than
O'Rourke 8-2.
1.vr. ,,nother Derby prospect, at
Joel Johnson, Jeremy Hunt and
Keereland.
Jason Rouse were all winners in
in th
Florida Derby' on
exhibition action for the Tigers
(1. Fly So Free beat
while double tandems of Whitaker
-•
. Gold by a length.
and Josh Johnson. Cohoon and
• 'hind in that race
Keller and Adkins and Homback
the Jim Beam
were all easy winners.
Staff photo by David Ramey
in his last two
alloway ounty basketball standout David Hart
For the Lady Lakers. Darra
signed a letter-of-intent to attend Lindsey %%
ikon ColMitchell was a 9-7 winner at No. 2
lee Monday. Looking on (front row1 are: Bren
da Hart. David's mother: David Hart: Fred
S.:rdinalei Debt. another
Hart. Day id's
father: :second row, LWC assistant coach
over Molly Sims. while Bonnie
,Jeff Britt. Laker coach Russ Wall, Paul Hart ;Davi
1),:rk%
honeful, was a Fly' So
d's brother:,
Turner defeated Leigh Ann Yates
and 1.‘“ head coach Tom %Sethington.
victim in the Fountain of
8-0 at No. 4. Julie Yoo was an 8-2
..th. and Fly So Free beat
winner at No. 5 over Hastings
.-ord
inated Debt and Happy
Housden. while Leah Baust posted
Ja/./. Band in the Champagne.
an 8-2 win over Mary Maddox at
Pat and Lost Mountain,
No. 6 for Calloway.
expee
ted to start on SaturTurner and Yoo combined for an
By DAVID RAMEY
in its tn
as _
day.
lost
to
fly So Free in the
8-5
win
over Beth Wilson and
-.-nes Sports Editor
,,nool. They had a
Breeders'
N
Juvenile last
Housden. Kylie Johnson was an
last season.
8-5 winner in exhibition play for
C
basketball
excited about
"Everytime one of them flies
Hart s:gned a letterthe Lady Lakers.
s
\i
LVC coach Tom
somew here apd Fly So Free
For
MHS,
Lindsey Wilson
Beth
Wilso
n
defea
ted
\\„.' •
s.d. "He's go:ng
isn't there, they improve."
Susan Lax at No. 1. and Candi
strength and site.
Schul
Nhofer said.
!vlani
defea
s
--ear letterman
ted
Anne Paul at No. 3.
Hart :s also excad
Schulhofer says he is most
8-3. Molly Sims and Kim Sexton
a‘eraged 18.5
concerned about Strike the Gold,
combined for an 8-5 win at No. 1
ds per game.
sa:d.
trained by Nick Zito. and Best
over Lax and Mitchell. while photo by Aaron Whitaker
-trcent from the
I
in a
AP
Pal.
who finished a strong secCatherine Hurt and Kayline Haver- Hastings Housden
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:o pe me a
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to
Dinard in the Santa
stock
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:s an NAIA
:
tennis
0;7°i-tun:Anita
Derby
. Dinard, who probaction.
ably would have been the Derby favorite, was taken out of
ance
agering
contention by a pulled tendon.
on Kentucky Derby.
"I guess they're the two I'm
most worried — or concerned
.11 Bluegrass Do‘sns Paducah
-- about." Schulhofer said.
BOS1()%
h
In the final, frantic seconds, the
The seventh game "could have gone eiter
InH. \fay 3rd: 12:30-5:15
way.
Schulhofer took much of the
Montrea. Cana.:
fought desp.:ratel
Milburv said. "The same goes for the wholq
y for survival.
blame for Fly So Free's loss in
.series.The Boston Bruins. their thin lead hangi
INFORMATION
"A lot of people didn't give us a chance
ng by an
in the first
the Blue Grass. Instead of letunraveling thread. scrambled to hold off7th
5021 444-7117
series- against Buffalo. Montreal coach Pat
e attackers.
Burns 'jhg his colt run, he instructed
Shot after shot came through a crowd in front
said. "A lot of people didn't give us a chanc
of
jockey Jose Santos . to hold him
e in the
goalie Andy Moog. One got through with one
sefond series. But, until the final seconds, we
minute
hack and wait for Strike the
were in
left and others came dangerously close.
it.''
Gold to make a run. When
of Paducah_
The siege continued until Moog. the star
The series couldn't have been much closer
of the
Strike the Gold did. Fly So
.
series, used his blocker f4x knock the final
JUST OVER A MILE EAST OF 1-24 EXIT
shot into the
Neither team won consecutive games. Five
4
Free couldn't stop him.
of the
corner as time ran out.
games were decided by la single goal. Each
"I learned my lesson — to
team
As loud cheers mixed with sighs of relief.
scored 18 goals. Montreal had 221 shots
Boston
keep My mouth shut and don't
to Boston's
had a 2-: victory Monday night and a
219.
berth ;n the
give orders anymore." SchulhofStanley Cup semifinals for the third time
"One goal in the seventh game is not a lot of
in four
1
er said. "I thought the Blue
difseasons.
ference.- Boston's ')ave Poulin said.
Grass looked like a two-horse
"Bery body 's heart is ih their throat the
Seven Seas
Moog "is definitely the difference." Burns
last,
race, and I figured if we got
said.
seo.
minute.- Boston's Randy Burridge said. "The
"Their whole team played well, hut And
puck4
too far in front, we'd fool
made the
bour,;:ng around andnobody knows where
it's going
big saves at the right time. even down to the
Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw
around and Zito might get by.
end. If he
to go.
doesn't make them, it goes into (iYertirne."
So I told Santos to hang .back
The N•tr-.:real-Boston comes: was the only
.4
playoff
While Moog. who stopped 35 shots, kept the
and make one run with him.
game ,
Cana--..ayed Monday nigh:. The conference
diens from scoring, Dave Christian. at 6:30 of
finals
But when he ran. Santos said
begin
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secWedn
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Star) Restaurant.
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Pal
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in mud on Monday in 47 secWednesday night's opener of, the best-of-7
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Wales
Angeles' Luc Robitaille for the playoff lead,
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easily base been Montreal .
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t
Register for Wind Surfer to be given away.
said. "The idea is to have him
ATLANTA fAP) - Bobby CreCremins reportedly was the leadIf he had gone for the interview, peak for
this race, and we're
mins took himself out of the run- ing candidate for tPe head
would he have accepted the job? lucky that's
coaching
gp:
what we're doing."
ning for Notre Dame's vacant job at Notre Dame after Digge
"We'll never know,- he said.
r
Jory supposes that Fly So
basketball coaching job Monday. Phelps resigned Apnl 15.
Notre Dame sports information
Men's Weer & Tuxedos
Free will be the betting favorite
deciding instead to remain at GeorJr. & Missie Apparel
"I was never offered the job.'' director John Heisler said RosentI /1.16p6C Pia/a.
on Saturday with the backing of
gia Tech.
"Noteilttate
u
Cremins said Monday. "I was only
51 I. 4 •
p
hal would not comment on any
R•nton; VlaOlekl Pia /A. MaN11.1d
the
Eastern bettors.
5•I
Altho
• m 6 p.m_ Sun. I
ugh he admitted that the
offered to interview for it. But individuals who might bc
p"'
consid"The
y do it all the time."
Irish job was tempting. Cremins
when you're Irish and Catholic, it's ered for the basketball job.
he said, "but I kind of thought
said, "My feeling for my players something that was very diffic
"There is tio timetable." said
ult
Hansel would be the favorite.''
and the Georgia Tech family and
not to look into.''
Heisler. "All he's (Rosenthal) said
In D. Wayne Lukas' barn,
friends was too strong for me to
Amon
g other reported candidates is tomorrow is better than the next
OM
there
was cause for optimism
pursu
e any other interests right
for the Notre Dame job are former day. We don't play
S1 Aut
a game until
on
Mond
ay. The Lukas-trained
omotive
now.
Irish player and SW; coach John
November or December.Corporate Report bruised his
'The next step was to go to
Accessories & Installation
Shumate, Nebraska's Danny Nee
Tech athletic director Homer
left-front foot Sunday. but Lukas
Notre Dame for an interview. I
and Stanford's Mike Montgomery. Rice said he was "elated that (Cresaid
the discoloration was gone
decided not to do that. It might
Cremins said he made his decimins) has chosen to stay with us in one day.
Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage
Racks, Sun Roofl have been too tempting.''
sion Sunday night and called Notre
and continue to build the
"We had Dr. Robert Copelan
Cremins took over a Georgia
Dame athletic director Dick
program."
IO% Oil Installition I Car Wash
come
in and went over him top
Tech
team
in
1981
that had won
Wu, SS base price
Rosenthal.
"I'm happy about my decision,'' to bottom to make
With this Ad
sure we
only one Atlantic Coast Conference
Various; A Ckah Witsdaws
"Dick Rosenthal handled . this
said Cremins. "The one rule I have didn't have any other
complicagame in two years. Four years
with
class,
said
Cremi
ns. "He
is that when I make a decision. I tions." Lukas said.
615 S. 3rd ad.... Be* via* liddie Rhodes, Own
"We want
er 4534558 later, he led the Yellow Jackets to wanted me to come up there for an don't look back,
I look forward. to make sure we are on target,
an ACC title.
interview.
I'm looking ahead to what's here. and it looks like
we are."
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
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Tigers, Lady Lakers win

Hart signs with Lindsey Wilson

Bruins survive frantic ending
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Actions& Reactions
BASEBALL
.MI11

player of the week Felix Jose. who
with two triples, a homer and sit patted 50u
RBIs for the
St Louis Cardinals, was named Ni.
payer o'
the week

BIRMINGHAM. Ala — A sports medici
ne specialist who examined Bo Jackson
for about tour
hours said the two-sport stars making
significant recovery from a hip injury, but cautio
ned
that he shouldn't get rid of his
crutches yet
We did riot expect him to heal this injury
during this period." said Dr Jim
Andrews, an
orthopedic surgeon at the Alabama
Sports
Medicine and Orthopedic Center The
tone
appears to be undergoing a heating proces
s
Th,s was the real positive aspect
of the examination today You can see reforma
tion of bone
injured when he was tackled " Jackso
n
returned to Birmingham for his first
in-depth
examination /in six weeks He'll
be examined
again in about four weeks
Jackso
released by the Kansas City Royals n was
after the team's doctor determined in March
Ma; Jackson's football -related hip injury would
not allow
h•raa to play baseball this year
He signed a contract with the Chicago White Sox
earlier this
month

II
on.
;.

NEW YORK — Grilled about why he continued
a three-year association with an admitted
gambler, New York Yankees owner George
Stanceenner testified over and over again Monday that he let his top aide deal with Howard
Spire Steinbrenner was in his thtrd and final
day as a witness at Spire's attempted extortion
Defense awyer David S Greenfield tried
to show that Steinbrenner was inconsistent
wren he testified he felt threatened by Spire's
demands but tld riot have his aides notify the
;FBI until are, a $40.000 Payment to Spire
in
January 1990 That was more than three years
ahet trier first meeting Greenfield has argued
"-at Se nbrenner, who agreed to give up con ',0 of the Yankees last summer after baseball
commissioner Fay Vincent's investigation, faincated tne story of extortion to explain the
Payment
CINCINNATI — A woman Claiming she was
n,urect by a bail Cincinnati pitcher Rob Dibble
!rife* nto tne stands after a game said she has
'ee a compla nt with the Reds Dibble hurled
'"e ba -.to the center field stands at Riverlront
Stad'Jm in an outburst Sunday after giving up
'we
ic t"e Chicago Cubs The Reds beat
C- cage 4 3 Mep Porter. 27, said she was
pack ^g to cave the stadium when she was hit
She said she never saw the ball, and also said
shie couldn't feel anything from the shoulder
cow^

the
for
II
yS
ie
nof-

or
Ill

111

LOS ANGELES — A federal judge upheld
a
$540.030;..ry award to Hall of Earner Joe
Morga-. wro sued a policeman for roughing
him up
mree years ago at Los Angeles International
,Airport ire ury aiso awarded Morgan
$90,000
•^. compensatory damages during a trial in
Feb,,ary 0"icer C.ayton Searle of
the Los
Ange-es Poi-ce Department and another
police.
ma"
s' 'or a suspected drug courri• en they stopped Morgan or
as the former second base'
k
'cr a connecting flight
'•
Kev,n Mitchell of the San
G arts the major league leader with
•
trs. has vethcfrawn his appeal of his
,suspensor imposed by National
Bill White Mitchell drew the
0y charg rig pitcher Bruce Hurst of San
a"e• Pe.ng ha by a pitch on April
10
beg" the suspension tonight when
D ay n Philadaphia.
Tromas, who batted
s-ers and nine RBIs for the
rox last week, was named AL

the
ing
ly
an
, at
on

BASKETBALL
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo — Three
players
from national champion Duke —
Christian Lae?
trier. Grant till and Thomas Hiil—
are
among
17 finalists for spots on the
team that will compete in the U S basketball
Pan Amercan
Games Other invited to the training
camp in
Juty were Jim Jackson of Ohio
Bennett of Wisconsin-Green Bay. State. Tory
Terry Dehere
of Seton Hall, Torn Gughotta of North
State, Adam Keefe of Stanford Eric Carol na
Mortross
of North Carolina, Tracy Murray
of UCLA, Mite
Peplowski of Michigan State. Elmore
Spencer
Of UNLV, Clarence Weatherspoon
Mississippi and Walt Williams of of Souther-'
Maryla
nd he
four players invited to training camp
after getting Permission 10 miss the
trials
Robert Horry of Alabama. Byronare Laerner
Oklahoma State arid Doug Houston o'
Chr stie
Pepperdre

TENNIS
MONTE CARLO, Monaco — N ran
Sergi Bruguere defeated second -seede-seeded
d Bons
Becker 5-7, 6-4. 7-6 f8•61, 7-6 17-4)
fi-a
of the Monte Carlo Open The match
began
Sunday. but was postponed because
of
n
with Becker serving for the first set at
54
was the Spaniard's 16th victory
n ns last *7
matches on a clay surface
TAMPA. Fla — Second -seeded Jimmy
beat Jim Pugh 6-2, 6-3 re u'-seeded Arias
No
Kroon upset third -seeded Ja me YZ.3,2,3 6-4. as
63
in the first round o' tre USIA
s C ay
Courts of Tampa
MADRID, Spain — Mats W iande,
Pea
Jan Davids 6 3. 6-4 and fourtn seeded He— v
Ka-e
Novacek defeated Diego Narg so 63, 7
6 .7 •
in the first round of the Ciay
o' Mart'c
tournament

SOCCER
ZURICH, Switzerland — Fre Intematio^a Fed
eration of Association Footbayre sport's goy
erning body, officially imposed a worldwide ban
on Diego Maradona following his suspension by
the Italian league for a positive drug test I^ a
statement. FIFA said its member assocreions
would bar the Argent .me player from a!l socCer
activity until June 30, 1992 Tr@ Vaian league
suspended Maradora for 15 morins or- Apr 6
for testing positive for coca -*a eer a mach
against Ban Buenos Aires po ice ar•ested Mar
adorta on Friday evening win two Mends Q'
chargesof cocaine possess o^ He was
rL eased on $20,000 bait Sunday

TABLE TENNIS
CHIBA, Japan — Korea s
ec tea—
ever edged China 3-2 to cap- 'e
wo"e" s
world team :able tennis champ orship,
von--;
a Chinese bid for an unprecedented "
co"
secutive title Yu Sun-bok defeated Gao
Jur
21-19, 21-19 in the deciding match gv'n9
the
Koreans their first women's team cramp
-o-sr
since South Korea's title ,r.1.973 Korea se''
's
first unified team ever to an rrlernat•Ona:
SDP's
meet since the Korean peninsula was
civ cert
1945 into the Communist No"t"
and sap %) 5'
South

Bruins survive

of

(Cont'd from page 8)
crossed the goal line.
the right side. It came 14 seconds
"I've got to stay on my feet."
after Brian Skrudlans. was sent off Moog said. "If I'm down. I'm
with his third penalty of the game. out."
The puck hit Patrick Roy's
In the last three seasons, the
catching glove and went in.
winner of the Adams final — Bos"It may have been well beyond ton in 1988 and 1990 and Montreal
the blue line, but it was a cannon," in 1989 — advanced to the Stanley
Milbury said, "as hard a shot as Cup final but lost.
I've ever seen."
The Bruins were 2-20 in playoff
"Pat didn't----have a chance to series against the Canadiens before
react to it," Burns said.
winning three of the last four
Boston played more cautiously matchups.
after taking the two-goal lead, but
For the second straight season.
still pressed the attack.
Boston eliminated Montreal after
"We played a lot better with the fihishing first in the Adams Divilead than we did in previous sion, ahead of the runnerup
games." Neel9 said.
Canadiens.
But it was Moog, the only goalie
used by the Bruins in their 13 playoff games, who kept the game from
going into overtime. Montreal had
‘.‘on the other two overtime games
in the series.
The Canadiens had pulled Roy
for an extra skater with 2:49 left.
it was 2-0, we still had a
chance," said Montreal's Shayne
Corson. "Everyone was diving for
loose pucks. We were doing everything we could and almost won it.''
Roy returned after Stephan
Lebeau scored his second playoff
goal/with one minute left, then hurried off again six seconds later.
In the last 15 seconds, Moog
kicked one shot back into the slot.
.The puck came back at him and he
batted that into the corner with four
seconds left. Two seconds later, he
raised .both arms in triumph.
:
11P.,
Fifty-nine seconds earlier he was
•
F.1**1`•-1 - ,
angry about being jostled in the
•
crease and pushed out of position.
So, he said, he deliberately
1
knocked the net off its moorings a
split-second before Lcbcau's shot

V
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SCOREBOARD'

Cardinals rally (again)
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Their come-from-behind victo
ry even surprised the
St. Louis Cardinals.
"If it was a game when you kept threatening, you could
coming back," Cardinals manager Joe Torre said after Ozzie understand
extra innings and then got the game-winner on a bases-load Smith forced
ed
in the 11th in a 4-3 victory over the Atlanta Braves Monda sacrifice fly
y: night. "But
this was a game where we weren't doing anything.
"Nothing was happening. You couldn't have it any
better
The Braves were rolling along before the seventh. John than this."
Smoltz was
pitching a three-hitter and leading 3-0.
It wasn't enough as the Cardinals won for the fourth time
in their final
at-bat. Six of their 12 victories have been come-from-beh
ind efforts, once
from five runs down. once from three and another from a
two-run deficit
in, the ninth.
"These are the Cardinals I remember from my days
in Chicago, pesky
guys who can foul off eight to 10 pitches, guys I hate
to see," said relie‘er Lee Smith (2-0), who retired all six batters he
faced.
Torre has only one complaint.
"I don't think I know how to manage with a lead,
" he said after the
Cardinals raised their record to 8-3 with two game
s remaining on a
13-game homestand. —I'd like to try tomorrow."
In Monday's only other National League game, Philadelph
ia defeated
San Diego 7-2.
Todd Zeile drove in the Cardinals' first run with
a single in the
seventh, and the combination of Ozzie Smith's hittin
g and the alert baserunning of rookie pinch-runner Geronimo Pena tied
it.
With two outs and the bases loaded, Smith hit a groun
der between first
and second that first b'aseman Sid Bream was able
to knock down. Relies.er.Mike Stanton was late covering the bag, thoug
h. and Smith beat the
throw in a close play.
Pena, whom Torre said is perhaps his fastest playe
r. scored from second without a throw.
"Mike said he froze on the mound," Brayes manager
Bobby Cox said.
"It cost us two runs and the ballgame. It's as simpl
e
In the 11th, Pena drew a one-out walk off Doug Sisk as .that."
(2-1) and stole
second. He was on third with one out when Smith
lined a high fastball
into center field, and again he scored easily as Ron
Gant's throw' was
off-line and weak.
"I just wanted to get something up in the strike zone.
" Smith said.
"He threw the first one high and I was able to get
the good part of the hat
on it — we win."
Of course, that has happened every time Lee Smith
has
season. He has seven saves and a 2-0 record in nine appea pitched this
rances and has
not blown a save opportunity since Aug. 18,
1990, a stretch of 14
opportunities.
"He's remarkable," Torre said. "I stop managing
when he goes out
there.''
A nonchalant fielding play by rookie left fielder Berna
rd Gilkey helped
the Braves break up a scoreless game with three runs
off Bob Tewksbury
in the fifth.
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935 pm

514 So 12th St. • 753-8868

6
Weet Divisi
won

8
11
12
13
L

10
Atlanta gag:°""S
C1l''aAnD'nh.
Sakc":$19Fr'ancisco

.
1'
0
8
8
9

8

880
579 '
2
480 4
400 5
316 7
Pct
GB
556 -

9

5526
5°

;9
01

44
2
741

221

Prviadelphia 7.S
II9and
n es
D
YiegG
o am"
2
St Louis 4 Atlanta 3 11 innings
Only 94nws scheduled
Tuesday's Games
7.1p 6ittsti5 iDrabeli
a? Cinnnat
Cincinnatii iBrovir g
pm
1.,l
Los65
3Angel•
pm s (Morgan 2.1 at Mont,ea •
(D• Martinez 2-2i. 6 35 p
San Franosco
1-3i Philadeiphia (Comb,
San Diego (Lilltduest 0-0) at New York (Goode.
21) 640pm
Houston (Portugal 2-01 at Chicago (Bissau 3.1
7 05 pm
Atlanta (Led:yam:II 2-1i at St Louis (DeLeon
•2
7 35 pm
Wedneedey's Games
Atlanta at Si Louis '235 p
Houston at Chicago 1 70 pm
Pittsburgh at Cinannati 635 pm
Los Angeles at Montreal 635 pm
San Francisco at Philadelphia. 35 p
San Diego at New Yon* 640 6
CM

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fel)/ -Covered
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

;
•

•

.
411.

*

Great Stuff
for the Younger Man!

Ai. NA, i 1A

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engi
ne
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxte
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

kq

Prep Sizes 12-20

CORN AUSTIN
DOWNTOWN •MURRAY

Miner eril Cadbury Gorr

•

2
2
3
4
4

12
11
9

_GB

B0ysmov,Alv,

$39.95 & Up

51.,•1 Ford Chrysler and GM Care

GB
—

Pittsburgh
St Louis
New Yore
Ctuca90
Philadelohia
Montreal

for

I

k
Av
kq
Pg

11

Pct.
600
588
500
500
438
375
353

Chicago
°akar-4
Callotna
Minnesota
Texas
Sean.
Kansas Cti,

• • • •
Phillitis 7, Padres 2: Dale Murphy drove in three
^uns win a 'wo-run -omer and a sac"'cc 'y as
"re I":adeima Phi:lies beat San Diego 7-2 Monday night
for their third s're gn• v s'ory Muro'y
a sacrce
n the first inning to give Philadelphia a 1 -0 read
and broke a''t e
a *we n„r
homer n me third I play a lot of games in
San Diego and, 0 course, aso ^ A' a-a a-c •-ey re
Pot" good h n.ng parks." said Murphy, a former Brave
I mirk that's the 'ease- A ss - -x • s'
yew up in September, I played some games in San
Dego In fact, I rit my'rs' no--Terry Mu.nooand (2-2) allowed six hits in eight innings
, struck out three arc era •
Wm an's ptched a perfect ninth Ed Whitson 11-31
lost his third consecut4e Star" a
" '5
and five runs in six irn ngs He has given
three starts They deserved to win the up 13 runs and 26 hits in 20 1-3 ,rn ngs cof u as'
game," San Diego manager Greg Riddoc
O'ched well and they had some timely hitting
^ sac T"ey
Mariners 10, Orioles 1: The Seattle Mariner "
s, a learn of up and downs, ended
streak on Monday night Every starter got
anotrer •os
at least
Ohoies '0-1 and ended a five-game losing streak. one hit as Seattle beat tie s'umpirg Ba • more
It's a funny thing Lose six, win egra ose foe
manager Jim Lefebvre said Obviously, we're
hoping this doesn't happen too otter
Wed are to be
a little more consistent." The Orioles, on the other
lost eight of 11 and rS 4-9 since its only winning hand, have beer consistently bad Bart -ore has
streak — two games /It was the Mar
v Cony in eight games at Memorial Stadiu
ners seve-m
DeLuc
allowed seven hits in 7 2-3 innings, struck and ,9th in 27 since Sept 1 , '987 R
out three and walked tnree Seattle made 'our a '2-?,
Pays. three behind Delucia
Co.,D e
Tigers 3, Royals 1: Emergency starter
Steve Searcy combined with Paul G bsor
to snut down .
Kansas City Alan Trammell hit two run-sco
ring singles and Mickey Tertleton r
S second home
o' the season in the eighth Searcy (1-1),
who failed to get out of the second
^g ^
previcx.s start pitched 5 1-3 innings in place
of Dan Petty, who was scratched war lower
back pa Gibson relieved Searcy with one out arid two
walk and then threw called third strikes past on in the sixth, loaded the bases win ar rtentiona
Niro-hit relief 10r his first save Bret Saberh Kurt Stillwell and Gary Thurman Gibson tr shed Yen
agen (1-31, winless Since open,ng day,
has rad on y One
"..^ scored for him wt' le he was "the game
during ris 'est three starts Saberrager
a 'owed seven
^is ^ seven inningS and struck out five
before Steve Crawford rd -cord

Engine Tune-Ups
Automatic Transmission
Tune-Ups

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Emir Division
W
L
'2
8
7
9
9
9
6 10

Gilkey drifted to his right for a ball hit by Bream to
open the inning
and it ended up dropping in for a double. The Braves capita
lized as Rafael
Belliard hit a run-scoring single and Jeff Treadway drove
in two more
with a bases-loaded single.
Smoltz remained at 0-4 despite a 3.64 ERA, giving up six
hits and three
runs in 6 1-3 innings. Tewksbury worked six innings
and allowed three
runs on seven hits.

Spring
Specials

Ml• ^tenuance Tunes Only

753-8355
• • • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Divison
1Wi3 L 6 Pew.

Baseball

CORN AUSTIN
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901 Sycamore
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020

020
Notice

TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO E 44,4,
1114,4CE
NE DE:

ALLIANCE
t

A•dilki

awn

LEBANON, T N

(25-

1-800-334-1203

FOR LEASE:

TWO homes to be removed
from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street Will sell
to highest bidder Time limit
on removal For more information call or see administrator, Murray -Calloway
Co Hospital 762-1101

3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center,
corner location.

Call 753-4751
S a.m.-5 p.m.

Want
To Buy

$1000 REWARD for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of person or
persons stealing 2-8x10
steel white roll up doors and
2 3ft steel doors and
frames from building site on
Hwy 280 Contact Eddie
Morgan 759-4547 or Sheriffs office

LEARN TO DRIVE

,

Notice
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

The Medicare C•ta
vtrophic ("overage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a ctimprehen
Medicare Supplent plan Deductibles.
insurance and "nonap
prused- charges can
‘.use your out-of-pocket
spenses to mount up
Part A deductible
. or your insurance,
pay has bil,•en in
crcased to 5628 As 1991
4. more tnf,,rmation

GRANDMA S 'Old Time
Recipes' for fudge bonbons. and sugar cookies
Send SASE with $1 00 per
recipe or all 3 for $2 50 to
Grandmas Recipes. PO
Box 34 Almo Ky 42020
JO-AN S Varieties on the
square is opening a Jo-dad
corner Glass and collectables Check it out you
may find what you want
753 9569

ASSEMBLERS Excellent
, n come to assembie prodocts from your home
504 646 1700 Dept
P2C21

Storage Buildings

AUTO frame machine operator 759-4782 days
489-2255 nights

lb& WO 8102 $750, 806
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call ti our
competition will fall

L. E. Williams
489-2663.

R&J
Maintenance
Co.
Complete

THE FAR SIDE

Residential &
Commercial
Lawn & Building
Maintenance
354-6624
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
•N• Si Trot Foiaa V6 pored
125'CI 5214.06 mo.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
•P•us Tax, Title & Lamm.
4$ Mo. Closed End Leass

:

REWARD- Lost dog Smal
brown Chihuahua No collar Center Ridge area near
lake 436-2402 or collect
615-790-0947 after 5pm

"our 29th pear of

•44

.040Q•C 4•••:,"
N•C

5
3055

4
. I

AVON needs 10 representatives Fri* make-up computer for those iisho quality
Call for details 753-0171
BACK by popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan is
hiring supervisors for your
area No investment Call
1-800 264 2166
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200-5500 weekly
rral;ng 1991 Travel brochures For more informa
ton send a stamped
addressed envelope to A-1
Travel
P 0
Box
433783-91 So-1^ Miami
FL 33143
EXPERE".,TED waitress
needed
phone calls
p (,ase
y in person
p„
-- 5pm Majes- -day Inn Hwy

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916
S st?'

*--,—L••1 NG 1

So-=

:
A

'
-

-

14,.1

rJ

SET RID

,

:JON P4IP•Co:

2
2
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50

FULLTIME cashier/sales
clerk for local retail store
Benefits available Send resume to PO Box 1040F.
Murray, Ky 42071

USED and antique furni
lure, glass, tools quilts
901-642-6290

NEEDED energetic well organized person with above
average typing -secretarial
skills Position is with local
company and starts as
part-time secretary Send
resume to PO Box 10400
Murray, Ky 42071

Kentucky
Fried
Chicken*
is looking for
bright
enthusiastic management trainees for
Murray and Mayfield, Ky. & Millington,
Tn.
Apply in person
2-4 p.m. Mon.Thurs.
NOW hiring in housekeeping department Must apply
in person at Shoneys Inn

NURSES aid, full time
11pm-7am Prefer experienced but will train
Housekeeping experience
a plus Pleasant atmosphere Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr Murray
Ky EOE

GE 25" color console
Ex
cellent condition
436-5650

.s

.
'1.1•011%(enter

Articles
For Sale
1978 FORD LTD New
tires, new vinyl top Very
good condition 1967
Chevy short stepside. ha in
front end Good engine
Good parts 14ft Moorecraft boat 15hp Evinrude
Depth finder 2 seats
436-5648

LPN CMA or MLT needed
for busy physicians office
Send resume with references to PO Box 1040B
Murray. Ky 42071
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify it You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma. You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTP A
Call JTP A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m

S'Imit

150

HIRING 1st and 2nd shift
Welders and general help
328-8980

Lost
And Found

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

7

-s 5.43.'55 -5-5 iie-1,CGC
,
7_11si

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554- 7904

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

386 TOWER Computer
25MHZ 80meg hard drive
EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
5 'drive,has software on
hard drive $1995
354-6600

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

86 YZ250. $1200 85
Honda Goldwing loaded
21 000 miles, $5000 2 man
spa good condition $1000
After 6pm 436-2667
BASEBALL cards (4800)
$550 17 deep freeze $75
759-9597 after 6pm

••

COLEMAN tent $30. child's
saddle $50. 10•12 oriental
rug $50. size 12 Brownie
uniform $15 436-5501
GAS clothes dryer, 2 fiberglas truck toppers for mini
pickup Kachenaid dishwasher 753-7580

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

Firewood

WOOD for sale 753 9745
2410

GE stereo $400 12ga
shotgun $130 weight
bench $40 759-1518

Miscellaneous

JOHN Deere riding mower
Model 68 Needs some repair 489-2462

Top Soil

1969 12x50 MOBILE home
2br Murray area Reworked
and partially furnished
$3000 898 7151
1980 1460 mobile home
2br stove, refrigerator air
conditioner. and 2 decks
included Call after 5pm
435-4014
1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Total electric W D hookup
underpinned Located Riviera Cts Lot 7 389 0141
2411 PERRY travel trailer
self-contained, skirted, in
sulated. underpinned Excellent condition, brick pa
tic) privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
MUST sell 1270 3br 2
bath Needs some repair
753-9413

759-lA214 or 753-2446

Bogard
Trucking &
Excavating Inc.

LAWN Chief riding mower
11hp 36" cut 354-6075

Mobile
Homes For Rent
RENT or rent to own 2b
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Deve
lopment near Aurora. Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or own
ers For information call
753-2613
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking (its
tance to college 753 5209

Good
rich
dirt.
Ideal for !j„.ards &
plant beds.

LANDSCAPE trees locally
grown Bradford Pears
White Dogwood Purple
Smoke Tree Cistino
Cherry Pin Oaks Call
492-8843

MILLIONAIRES %HELIONAIRES PAN(;.
8t R'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacs

Mobile
Homes For Sale

210

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office Cali
753 4509

ACREE Carports 12•21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 2021x
reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247-7831

Apartments
For Rent

ORDER the spa designed COMPOST MSU Equine
for you Murray Hot Tubs unit $10 per pickup load. 1 or 2 bedroom apart
ment
115 S 13th St
$20 per dump truck Tues
753-4109
and Thurs 1pm-6pm, Sat
QUEEN size sleeper sofa
10am-4pm or by appoint- 2BR apartment in NorthWitooden kitchen table and 4 ment
wood $265 mo 753-3364
753-8112. 762-6925
PERSON needed for medichairs 2 twin Hollywood
cal office part-time Flexible
28R
duplex with carpet
beds
489 2 1 98 or FARR IC•Fabric•Fabric
hours Filing, etc 16-20hrs
Spnng fancies arriving daily, Extra nice washendryer
753-6613
week Medical background
Bridal tool' Country Re- hook-up Central HA
helpfol but not necessary
STEEL-TOE work boots for mnant
s Hsvy 68/641 Draffen- Northwood 753 4487
Mail resume to PO Box men and women Motorcy
ville, Ky next to Bonanza 2BR duple
x in Westwood
1040J Murray, Ky 42071
cie helmets army boots
Marshall Csainty, 10am-5pm $295
'mo 759 4406
pants
and
jacke
ts
Jerry s Mon Sat.
PREP cook lady is wanted
Sporting 6th & Walnut _
2BR energy efficient duJob Pays $4 50 per hour
LANDSCAPE halve Rock plex
Mayfield Ky
New paint, extra
Please apply in person at
1cu ft bag only $1 50 ea
clean Central H A. apMajestic Royale HOliday SUNTAN booth 753-3488
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 plian
ces Available now
Irin
TANDY 1000 6401< com- ea We also have sanitized Coleman RE 753 9898
play sand 50Ib bag only
SALES Person - Local puter with lots of programs
2BR furnished apartment
$2 19 atici Lawn Lime 40Ib
! company needs scimeone $400 759-9896
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to No pets $190 with water
won some sales experiTANDY,TL 2 computer sys
and sewage furnished
Coast Hardware 753-8604
ence and knowledge in
$190 deposit Available
piumoiro and building ma- tem printer and software
PATIO stones 2"x8"•16" May 1 Call
20meg hard drive 3
teriais Myers Lumber Co
753-8477
disk 80286 micro proces- gray or red 690 ea Also
500 S 4th
Murray sor
A
BRAN
D
2-x12" square or hexagonal
new brick du640K ram 437-4831
753-6450
patio stones gray or red just plex 2br at, gas heat, all
$1 69ea We have red appliances , No pets
TELEMARKETiNG - up to
octagon-square paving 753-7688 or 759-4703
$375 deny Process instones for 55C ea and 18' nights
cornirg phone calls $45
square brickfaced patio
Start up fee 812-477-4655
FURNISHED apart.-nents,
SEARS Heavy Duty stories $3 69 Coast to
Eat '86
efficiency 1&2 bedroom
washer 8mo old like new
Coast Hardware 753-8604
and sleeping rooms Also
Almond $275 753-8428
PINE Bark Mulch or Mug - renting for May Zimme.Stoation
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59 man Apts S 16th St
Wanted
ea Top soil 40Ib bag just 753 6609
$1 79ea Potting soil 40lb
-AWNS mowed
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Ja:,ty
bag only $1 99 ea Also Gara
work for lowest possibe
ge with auto opener,
1gat
3 PIECE BR suite with o
size Shrubs or appliances
price
References
plus microwave
without mattress Approx
Azalea s are just $2 99 ea
753 698e
furnished $450, mo 1 yr
I. yrs old Good condi- Coast to Coast Hardware
lease Northwood Dr No
MAG S Errand Service oftion Must see to appreci- 753-8604
pets 753-2905
fers housesittng grocery
ate 759-9852 after 5pm
CHRISTOPHER S COINS NEW
shopping postal and banklarge apartment with
ing ,neeos etc 753-9630 KITCHEN table and chars is expanding' We now offer appliances
Quiet neigh$150. 3 piece living room stamps and stamp supplies bors Utility
Mon -Fri 6 5 References
room, central
suit, excellent condition along with silver dollars.
airigas heat Super low utiliWILL do house clearir; or 5550, 2 end
tables $100. proof sets. U S and foreign ties Gs water
heater
Sit with eiderly Call Warr
bedroom suite $175 coins and co.^ supplies
$385...mo 753 8828
7pm, 753-1016
753-4312
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they aso make NICE 1 2 3br apartment
ViiLL wash and wax moc ie. SOMA que
en size wonderful gifts
and invest- Furnished near campus
homes Call Stares
waterbed $300 life time ment
s Visit us today at the Also 1-3br house 1-4br
Brothers Mobile Home
warranty Call 753 2367 afOx Yoke Aril que Sore house W 0 hook-up Day
Parts and Sopplies
ter 4pm weekdays
night
753-2922 753 2753]
(Hazel), Treasure House 9-5 753-6111
and Book Rack (Murray). 753 0606
the Mercantile Aurora)and
NICE 3br stove and rethe Book Shelf (Paris) We frigerator furnished
Business
Half of
buy coins and stamps and
Opportunity
the utilities Across f-om
ANTIQUE cOest of drawers appraise estates
MSU $450 mo. deposit
with mirror aefinished 502-753-4161
No pets 105 N 16th
753
9986 3pm-9pm !
Local sandwich 6 yo753-1953 days. 753 0870
TOPSOIL
pickup or we
gurt business. Exc.
nights
deliv
er
753-0277 or
170
business opportunity.
759-1090 Welch Sand and
NOW renting extra large
Vacuum
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
2br Water furnished
Cleaners
Ky
$315,mo 753-3530 after
ELECTROLUX vacuum
3pm
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
power nozzle, and attachments Completely re built Ideal for yards and plant TAKING apPlications foi
beds 759-1828. 753-2446
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE Call 502-462 3388
section 8 rent subsidized
Bogard Trucking & Exca
Family business available
apartments 1, & 3 bed
KIRB
%/win
Y
g
Inc
Vacu
um
and attach
in Murray area Part time
rooms Apply Hiodale Apts
possible Income to merits like new Call WOODEN storage
Hardin
Ky
or ca.
build
502
462-3388
$51 000 with parent corn
502-4374113 EHO
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
pany subsidy Sell for
10)(16' 51424 50 12x24
UNIVERSITY view cond,
_
$25 000 CASH Serious in
$2395 Other sizes avail
style apartment 2br cen
quries only call Corporate
able Acree Portable Build
Pal
HA,
appliances micro1 800-277-5650 or
ings 502 247-7831
wave $400mo 753 8096
1-800-7335650
AUTOMATIC cattle head 753 2633
gate 436 2556

Contact Video Elite
618-524-3388

/rn.ctit.
aieu.-rxt
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

-

CASH for mobile home
tires 57 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087

ov•

GOLF clubs linens and wo
rnens) Mens Palmer Ax cm irons (sw 3 iron) lyr
old also women s Power but countess irons (PW 3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753-8355 during
day or 753 5904 at night
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PRIVATE lnvestigato
D B A Confidential Invest'
gations Southside Shop
ping Center Suite 4102
Murray. 753 2641

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753 9898

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

28R house appliances
furnished $250 mo Nonsmokers prefe rr ed
Deposit references required 437 4931
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sna

Resi
Estate

? Esion

AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick, central H/A, appliances $500/mo, deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

II

370
Livestock
& Supplies

home
orked
shed

2 PONIES. 13214, 9yr old
sorrel, 12 2H, 8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
hunter/jumper. Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles, 15'4 $150 and
$300 One English childs
Stubben all purpose
saddle,
$ 200
502-382-2773

tome
ir air
iecks
5pm
bath
:-kup
Rvi
)141

2BR 1 bath,4 car shop with
2, 12x12 rooms Lot
144x144, 2 miles on 94E
753-8334

3BR, 24 BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates. Large kit. & family
room with fireplace. Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage. Central H/AC,
paved drive, city water, cablevision. All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple!
5 MONTH old female AKC Call
753-8151 for
collie $100 436-5897
appointment
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home 3BR 2 bath brick. Large
Classes or professionally hvingroom with dining area.
trained Serving Murray for Large kitchen with white
panted cabinets, Genn-Air
over 12yrs 436-2858
stove, 20x28 family room
JACK Russell Terrier pup: with woodstove, lots of
pies Excellent pedigree. built-ix. Shutters, wallShots and wormed. paper and ceiling fans. Nice
tile patio. Energy efficient
502-395-4483.
Walking distance to shopREAL nice male puppy. ping Quiet street. ReasoSilver Wolf and nably priced
Call
'4 German Shepherd 753-2206
9wks. old. Call 345-2263
3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
acre wooded IbrNew well
and septic. Mid $40'5
BOB HALEY, Real Estate 436-2742.
Sales and Appraisals
PRICE reduced! 3br, 2 bath
Roberts Realty 753-1651 brick,
west of town in quiet
or 489-2266
subdivision, large lot, outKOPPERUD REALTY of- building, deck, patio and
fers a complete range of more. $49,000. Call
Real Estate services with a Roberts Realty for your apwide selection of quality pointment today 753-1651
homes, all prices. or 759-4810 (nights)
753,-1222, toll free
THREE
bedroom,
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
1-4 bath, brick, excellent
711L.
condition on quiet street in
3BR 14 bath on Broad 2br city. Central gas heat, living
mobile home in Pine Bluff room dining room, kitchen/
Shores 3br central 1-1/A utility room, large sunroom,
near lake 2br on Ash St paved driveway, carport.
$8,000 Commercial prop- detached garage or workerty in city Wilson Real shop, fenced backyard.
Estate 302 S 12th Lots of extras. Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster
753-3263
MORGAN horse sale 2
proven brood mares 1-3yr
old filly
753-7187
evenings
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111116b.The Sonic Drive-In in Murray,Ky.is looking
for a few good people. Must be neat,
courteous,friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible hours.

nt
ter
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Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

all

)3

Service Manager
and
Service Technician

S.
rn
.0

Toyota of Murray,Inc. is now accepting aggressive
applicants to fill a Service Manager position and a
Service Technician position. Experience necessary.
We offer an excellent benefit package and a stable
future with'a fast growing company. All serious
applicants should apply in person to Toyota of
Murray 515 So. 12th St. Murray. Ky. Monday thru
Friday.

;

BUYS ARE
WAMNG...

Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

4 , • 0,
..
4",

or.

Get Your Home
Ready For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Vtny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carport
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
* Quality Results *
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing. Free estimates. References.
435-4632.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my ruck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

1978 Chevrolet Suburban, IDnCCS268F210002
1972 Holida3i Rambler Camping . Trailer,
ID$S7212761252
SALE DATE: Friday, May 3, 1991 - 11:00 A.M

1985 OLDSMOBILE CaIa
Blue 2 door loaded
-61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6prn

Sate will be held at the Dees Bank of Hazel
parking lot. The Suburban and Camper c,an be
inspected the morning of sale at Dees Bank. For
more information, contact Dees Bank, 492-8136.

Mustang con39.000 miles
Will trade
1601 Loch

.01
irk

•IiezzagriA
• 0 el
-Junior Thorn,
Operator

Tents (All Sizes)

Starting at $39.99

Recliners

Starting at $99.99

Full Size Sleeper Sofa
Bunk Bed Complete ................
.....
5 Piece Oak or Cherry Bedroom Suite
Glidder Ball Bearing RockersStarting at

•t

•.

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel,sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528.

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No fob to large or to small
474-2300

30 Years Experience

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message
CHIN( Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommodate jobs in tight places
502-489-2181
or
502-753-4181

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rock and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Constriction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears- TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Seers
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
gram 'formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

-Drop by & see our showroom
409 S,ABURY MURRAY (Ben.nd Bunny B,eaal
755-5940

•I.)..; 1 TI 7 bi-41 L,i JIAIIII

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bilt reartne tiller
Small size garden $40-and
up 436-2003

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

NEED lawns to mow Prefer medium to large lawns
Fourth year neat and dependable 492-8568 after
4pm

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

FREE puppies 436-2507
after 5pm

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Cogplete service on all cenfral
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

LICENSED for electric
gas. refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

YARD Work. Mowing, trimming. odd fobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

(502) 759-4664

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear ohs
and re-roofs Written guarantee. Local references
753-5812.

I.,

MOWING, ROTO-TILLING
in-tow,
limited
to
ar s for 91
season 753-0611

Specialirinx in Septic
I inks. %est ers. Foundations. Hauling. dr.

Service on all brands: window air eoridnitioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341

or

753-1270

Stede-1111britten, Inc.

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing. trimming,
hauling, landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759-4440
BRAND NEW! New England Salt Box home. Three or
four bedrooms,3 full baths, Parquet flooring and carpet
Gorgeous staircase and foyer. Ceiling fans, love!.
fireplace, beautiful decor throughout. Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets. 5124,500.

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046
REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307
SUREWAY Tree & Stump.
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

.nr-rf Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.

Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

OPEN HOUSE

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate. 436-2744
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

753.1222

FRI. & SAT.
MAY 3 & 4 9a.m.-9p.m.
Display home by
Warkentin-Penner Carpentry Co.
3 Br. 2 bath
s

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722
WILL do plumbing. All guaranteed. 435-4169.
WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397

11 Ila

I Ifrilul

Directions: From Murray 2 miles west on 94
to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10 mile to
Oakwood Terrace. 435-4013, 759-4422,
345-2462

$279.95
$149.64
S419.97
$199.95

4 Drawer Chest_
6 Piece Dining Room Suites

559.49
$139.95

* Knockout Bedding Prices *
Twin Complete With A 5 Yr. Warranty $129.95
All The Way To 15 Yr. Warranty
King Size
$499.99

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

Vanity & Stool..
.Starting at $49.99
Mans Get Used Jeans.............. Starting at $39.99
Buy One Pair at 10% Off
Buy 2nd Pair Get 20% Off Both Pairs
Rack of Clothes (Pinky, Union Bay)

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

One

Your Choice Lees Than $10.00 Each
Rack of Jogging Suits
$35.99
Good through 10(h of May

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Mar' • Benton. Ky 42025
New Hours. Mon -Sat 9-00-9:00, Sun 12.305:30
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Services
Offered

Large Oak Rockers .._.............
$99.97
Oak Curio Cabinet.....................Starting at $99.64
2 Piece Living Room Suites

Vans

I • •• ..

Services
Offered

s.

GRADUATION GIFTS

1978 FORD Van Clean
354-6075

'
• ••*.a •
„.

Backhoe Service

Sinks,
Offered

••

ft•
-.;.

"Going Out For
Business Sale"

1983 CHEVROLET 1 Ion
duaNy. 4 door al chrome.
454 engine,4 speed. Good
shape. $7500. 527-7411 or
527-1869, ask for Doug.

.,•

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

FOR SALE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER:

1977 DATSUN pickup. Dependable. 762-3515.

• f.

*

1985 CORVETTE excellent
condition
901-644-0160 after 6pm

•*

• •

28ft CAMPER trailer air
conditioned, needs some
repair Cheap $2950
759-1882 leave message

REPOSSESSED VEHICLE SALE

1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto, ps/pb. ac 753-3742

••• r

..k.

ALPHA Builders • Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

1989 ALUMINUM 17ft
Traveler bass boat with APPLIANCE SERVICE
40hp Mariner motor New Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Motorcycles
MK trolling motor Eagle Whirlpool 30 year experi1987 BANSHEE $1300
LCR Excellent condition ence_ Bobby flopper.
759-1142
$5800 Call collect 436-5848
502-247-8462
BACKHOE Servi
ROY
,180
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft HILL. Junior Thorn, operaAuto
tor 30 years experience_
pontoon deluxe, 1
MerServices
Septic system, drive-ways,
cury 90h
ng
hauling, tundations, etc
NEW and used tires Key motor s.
0.2
759-4664.
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
fishin
grill, AM/FM
753-5500
, full furniture. All BLOCK, brick, concrete fincass
new condition 436-5684
ishing. Basements footings,
garages, drives.
39' HOUSE Boat. Living
Wed
room, kitchen/galley. bed- walks. 30yrs experience
Oars
room and bath, air- 13yrs in Murray area.
1974 VOLKSWAGON conditioned Excellent boat 753-5476 Charles Barnett
Super Beetle Good body at a great price $15,000 BOGARD Paving Paving
and fenders Not running
753-6487
and sealing driveways and
$300 753-4389, 753-5960
GOOD selection of used parking lots Over 20yrs
1975 GRAN Torino AC
boats, motors, trailers, pon- experience Free estipb/ps, intermittent wiper
toons, RV's. Fishing boats mates. 753-9552 or
59,500 original miles
fully rigged, ski rigs, sail- 437-4391
$1200 436-2639
boat, salvage parts All ser- BREAKING and disking
vice work guaranteed. gardens. Yard landscaping
ant
Check our prices. Wayne and bushhogging
age
Darnell Marine Repair, 1 436-5430
mile from Murray on 94E
1979 FORD LTD very de- 753-0079.
BUILDER, new homes,
pendable and reliable used
garages, additions, remodcar. Call after 3pm
eling. framing, decks, pa753-3510
Services
tios, solar green houses,
Offered
pole barns. Experienced
1979 OLDSMOBILE blue
4 door, fully equipped CB
ANTENNA repair and in- carpentry_ Tripp Williams,
good shape 753-5114 or stallation Replace or install 753-0563 after 5pm
753-7947
channel master antennas, BULLDOZING and back1979 VOLVO 242DL 4 rotors, and amplifiers Ran- hoe work Call after 4pm,
dell Beasley Buchanan. 354-8161 Financing
speed, blue, runs great
Tn 901-642-4077
available
436-2174 evenings

PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. MUSIC Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

191t CAMPER. Fully
equipped Bathroom with
large shower $1800 Airconditioner 14000btu
energy saver, 110/120V
753-6481

1980 HONDA Prelude 5
speed, air. sunroof $1000
753-9778

Roy Hill

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

Campers

.170

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

AlA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads, driveways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577

1984 CHEETAH ski boat
16/, ft 120hp Mercruser
stern drive Life jackets/
accessories included
$4000 negotiable
345-2520
1988 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24'
deluxe, full furniture, custom equipped for fishing,
1989 Johnson-88 W/T&T,
bought new 589 $10,500
OBO 753-3648

82 TOYOTA Cefica GT liftback. 5 speed, gray/black,
loaded, excellent condition
$3000 489-2486

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

1987 SILVERADO Chevrolet 350 fuel injection,
36,000 miles, SWB, been
lowered Can be seen at
Gene & Jo's Florist $7000
753-4320

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage,concrete
'cloubie driveway. Patio,
sidewalks, carpel, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot.

1989 RED Camaro RS. Ttops, loaded, V-8,
19,000mi. Excellent condition. $8000 753-6326,
753-5094.

Mu'rray
Ledger 8r Times

Services
Offered

cio

•

c30

Used
Trucks

NEW 3br 2 bath house in
Martin Heights Lots of storage.Buy now and pick your
interior colors Call 'CAMPER top for small
753-3903
LWB pickup Fiberglass
NEWLY decorated 2br Sliding front window $275
house, vinyl siding, carport. 0130 753-4359
stove/refrigerator on 9
acres. 4 outbuildings, satellite. 4 miles south of Murray
on paved road 759-1110
17tt SEARS canoe and
Reduced to sell trolling motor $250
759-4158
3237

1988 RED
vertible GT
$11.900
753-3704
Lomond

N ME aASSIREDS!
Whether you're In the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set,
you'll find It In

•

KENTUCKY lakeview furnished 3br 2 bath, sundeck.
walk-in finished basement.
double corner lot South of
Murray. $38,000 negotiable. 658-3558.

t.rj.s.'.•
.., .4,,
•
• • , •-•
• •••- ••••,•.• ••

530

Homes
For Sale

30 WOODED rolling acres HILLTOP Home
Must sell
northwest Calloway 3bedrm,
lbath, attached
County. Building site
garage, 4 out buildings
dozed,landscaped. Mature Fruit
trees. On Hale Rd
timber. $22,500. 365-0145.
'4 acres $25.000 negoti5-9pm.
able 502-436-2010
374 ACRES Clarks River
HOUSE in country on 1 14
bottom ground. Power,
acres 3bedrm pI bath, cenwell, building site. $25,000
tral gas/heat & 'air $28,500
365-0145, 5-9pm
or first reasonable offer
489-2362
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For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
MU'rray

Ledger & Times classified department
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mae Williams
Mrs. Mae Williams, 99, died
Monday at 12:50 p.m. at her home
at 414 South Ninth Street.
She was married in 1908 to Horace M. Williams who died in 1949.
She was the oldest member of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Born June 22, 1891, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Lorenzo Wilkerson and
Belle Tucker Wilkerson. One
daughter, Mrs. Lila Kondratko,
died in 1984.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
June Crider and husband. Albert.
with whom she resided on South

Colby Richardson

Stock Market
Report

MSU Chamber Orchestra to perform

A special feature of the season
!Male perforilance by the Murray
State Urns ersity Chamber of
Orchestra tonight will be the
Graveside rites for Raymond
awarding of a new scholarship to a
Industrial As erage
Pennington are today at 2 p.m. (
stude
nt musician.
.15.3
at
5)
Pres ious Close
Murray Memorial Gardens. The
. 512sfi
,476
:
.
Just
9:
after intermission. Shane
(Air Products
Rev. Ricky Cunningham, is
Triplett. who will he a freshman at
A.T.C.•Class A
423:
.
61121'413.
';A
'?
officiating.
AT&T
MurraY State this fall. will be rec3754 -': 1
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home
Bank of Alurra
ognii
ed as the first recipient of the
40,:5
.
1
,
0
.
)
..1,
of Benton is in charge of
Bell South
Floyd V. Burt Music Scholarship.
arrangements.
IViggs & sirait,,ii
2Y' g -'
Triplett will graduate from SikesChrsler
Mr. Pennington, 76, died Mon13': -' #
ton. INIo.) High School in May- and
CSX
Corp
day- at 5:45 a.m. at his home on Rt.
is a string bass player in the chamDean Foods........
47' #
1. Benton.
ber orchestra.
Dollar lien. Store ....13` sli
He was a member of InternationExxon
Established this past year. the
91 , .3.)
al Brotherhood of Electncal WorkFord
scholarship will be awarded annu32' s
ers Local 413, Santa Barbara,
,General Motors
144
1.
ally and /s in honor Of Floyd V.
Calif.
Goodrich
3
26
1 53,1 ..! #.
Bunts' contributions to music eduSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Goochear
catio
n. Burt. now retired and living
I.B.M.
Mary. Jane Pennington; one daught1043 # - 3 #
in Paducah. was the director of
Ingers
oll
Rand
45 -`
er. Mrs. Glenda K. Wilson. Sacmusic in the Paducah public
K Mart
41 •
ramento. Calif.; one son. Anthony'
schools from 1930 until his retirettihities
1
1'
,
-.4
Pennington, Paducah: one sister,
Kroger ......... ...........
ment in 1970. Burt established a
Mrs. Eilene Mickey. Melbourne,
I. &
Energies
comprehensive music program of
Fla.: one brother, Smith Penningt 11cDonalds
e\cellence in the Paducah system
34 -'. ,
JCPenne?
ton. Ashland; .five grandchildren;
50'1 unc.
( Quaker Oats
three great-grandchildren.

Raymond
Pennington

Ninth Street: one grandson, Mickie
Kondratko and wife, Rose Mary.
Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs.
Kathy Long and husband, George.
Benton; four great-grandchildren.
Eric Long and Evan Long, Benton.
Robert Kondratko and wife. Pam.
and Michael Kondratko, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Calvin Wilkins and the Rev. David
Brasher will officiate. Music will
be by Teresa Suiter, organist, and
Juanita Lee and Bobbie Burkeen,
singers.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

and was noted for the outstanding
bands and orchestras he directed.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt will attend the
free concert in Murray State's
Lovett Auditorium. The public is
invited to a reception, sponsored by
the College of Fine Arts and Com..rnunication and hosted by Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha music fraternities, immediately' following the concert.

Prices as of 9:00 AM

4

HOG MARKET
3,04 ral State Market News Ser.sce April
30, 1091
9,4ntu,S.? Pi.irdiase Area Slog Markel Report
Includes 4
YoUuns Receipts A41 480,Eat. 395 Barrows&(AU
25 50 higher, Sows I 00 /Leer
lbs
33°2.102
15
30
I • 3 230 360 lb,
.....
.......11:54
5455°
9
1.°4
50.4
5°410 144
590
I • 3 4 Zoo 2-0 lb,
_
. 34450-49 50
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Funeral rites for Colby Rex
Richardson will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. The
Rev. James Garland will officiate.
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
Services for Miss Tina Marie
arrangements by Miller Funeral
Watson will be Wednesday at 2
Home of Hazel where friends may
t. Sears
p.m. in the chapel of Bow lin Funcall until the funeral hour.
Snap-On Tools
13:11'
2'
5):82,. -'
....l ::4
eral Home. Dresden. Tenn. Burial
Mr. Richardson. 18, died Sunday
"lexaco
67, 8 unc.
will
follow in West Union Cemetat 6:50 p.m. from injuries sustained,
Time
-11
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Mrs. Edna
McReynolds

37 Chinese

Mrs. Frances
Lee Jefferies
The funeral for Mrs? Frances Lee
Jefferies wais today at 11 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians. Paris. Tenn.
Burial was in Rose Lawn
Memorial Gardens, Paris.
Mrs. Jefferies. 65, Rt. 1. Box
204. Springville. Tenn., died Sunday at 5:30 p.m. at Henry County.
Med,ical Centeir, Paris. Tenn.
She is surviNed by her husband.
Oddie Jefferies: three daughters.
Mrs. Thomas (Patsy) Salmon.
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Gerald (Shirley)
Boyd. Murray. and Mrs. Chet
(Gail) Wilson, Memphis, Tenn.:
one son, Thomas R. Wade, Murray;
two stepdaughters. Mrs. Patricia
Clay, Meridian. Miss., and Ms.
Linda Jefferies, Rhode Island; one
stepson. Eugene Jefferies, Lakeland, Fla.; one sister. Mrs. Dorothy
L. Roach. Murray; two brothers.
L.A. Golden Jr. and Jack Golden.
Springville, Tenn.; 11 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

Services for Mrs. Edna McReynolds/will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Buron Richerson
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be William Gargus. Dub Hurt. Dewey Orr. Lowell
Key. Larry Cherry and Hale - Lee
Boyd.
Burial will follow/ in Sinking
Spring Cemetery'.
Mrs. McReynolds. 92, Murray.
died Sunday at 12:45 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home. Murray.
Survivors are one son. Henry
McReynolds. Madison Heights.
Mich.; one sister. Mrs. Gertrude
Grant. Royal Oak, Mich.: two
nieces, Mrs. Betty June Morris and
Mrs. Velma Paschall. Murray: five
grandchildren. Stephen McReynolds. Sherry Stacey, Gloria
Sejnowski, Debbie Rittenberry and
Michael McReynolds: eight greatgrandchildren.
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Full Line Building Materials Center
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Windows
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WARD & ELKINS
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Open: Mon.-Frl. 7-5; Sat. 8-12
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